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Abstract
Surface polaritons, i.e., collective oscillations of the surface charges, strongly influence the
optical response at the micro- and nanoscale and have to be accounted for in modern nano-
technology. Within this thesis, certain basic phenomena involving surface polaritons are
investigated by means of the semianalytical multiple-multipole (MMP) method. The results
are compared to experiments.
In the first part, the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) of metal nanoparticles is analyzed.
This resonant collective oscillation of the free electrons in a metallic nanoparticle leads to
an enhancement and confinement of the local electric field at optical frequencies. The lo-
cal electric field can be further increased by tailoring the shape of the particle or by using
near-field-interacting dimers or trimers of gold nanospheres. The hot spots found under such
conditions increase the sensitivity of surface-enhanced Raman scattering by several orders of
magnitude and simultaneously reduce the probed volume, thereby providing single-molecule
sensitivity.
The sub-wavelength-confined strong electromagnetic field associated with a SPR provides the
basis for scattering-type near-field optical microscopy or tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy,
where the metal particle serves as a probe that is scanned laterally in the vicinity of a sub-
strate. The presence of the latter causes a characteristic shift of the SPR towards lower
frequencies. This effect originates in the near-field interaction of the surface charges on the
objects. Furthermore, the excitation of higher-order modes becomes possible in case of an
excitation by a strongly inhomogeneous wave, such as an evanescent wave. These modes may
significantly contribute to the near field but have only very little influence on the far-field
signature.
Instead of using resonant probes, one may place a nonresonant probe in the vicinity of a sub-
strate having a high density of electromagnetic surface states. This also produces a resonance
of the light scattering by the system. Especially polar crystals, such as the investigated silicon
carbide, feature such a high density of surface phonon polariton states in the mid-infrared
spectral region, which can be excited due to the near-field interaction with a polarized particle.
Thereby, a resonance is created leading to a strong increase of the electric field at the interface.
In the second part of the thesis, special emphasis is put on surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs).
Such propagating surface waves can be excited directly by plane waves only at patterned in-
terfaces. This process is studied for the case of a groove. The groove breaks the translational
invariance, so that the SPPs can be launched locally at the edges of the groove. Additionally,
the mode(s) inside the groove are excited. These modes can basically be understood as metal-
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insulator-metal cavity modes. Their dispersion strongly depends on the groove width. The
cavity behavior caused by the finite depth provides another degree of freedom for optimizing
the SPP excitation by plane waves.
Thin metallic films deposited on glass offer two different SPP waveguide modes, each of which
can be addressed preferentially by a proper choice of the width of the groove. The reflection,
transmission, scattering, and the conversion of the modes at discontinuities such as edges,
steps, barriers, and grooves can be controlled by appropriately designing the geometry at the
nanoscale.
Furthermore, the excitation of SPPs at single and multiple slits in thin-film metal waveg-
uides on glass and their propagation and scattering is shown by scanning near-field optical
experiments. Such waveguide structures offer a means for transporting light in a confined
way. Especially triangularly shaped waveguides can be used to guide light in sub-wavelength
spaces.
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Kurzfassung
DieWechselwirkung von elektromagnetischer Strahlung mit sub-λ-kleinen Teilchen bzw. Ober-
fla¨chenstrukturen (λ – Wellenla¨nge) ermo¨glicht nicht nur eine Miniaturisierung optischer
Gera¨te, sondern erlaubt sehr interessante Anwendungen, beispielsweise in der Sensorik und
Nahfeldoptik. In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden die zu Grunde liegenden Effekte im Rahmen
der klassischen Elektrodynamik mit Hilfe der semianalytischen Methode der multiplen Mul-
tipole (MMP) analysiert, und die Ergebnisse werden mit Experimenten verglichen.
Im ersten Teil werden Oberfla¨chenplasmonenresonanzen (engl. surface plasmon resonance –
SPR) einzelner und wechselwirkender Metallteilchen untersucht. Die dabei auftretende re-
sonante kollektive Schwingung der freien Elektronen des Partikels bewirkt eine deutliche
Erho¨hung und Lokalisierung des elektromagnetischen Feldes in seiner Umgebung. Die spektra-
le Position und die Sta¨rke der SPR eines Nanoteilchens, die von dessen geometrischer Form,
Permittivita¨t und Umgebung abha¨ngen, ko¨nnen nur im Grenzfall sehr kleiner ( λ) Teilchen
elektrostatisch beschrieben werden, wohingegen der verwendete semianalytische MMP-Ansatz
weitaus flexibler ist und insbesondere auch auf gro¨ßere Partikel, Teilchen mit komplizierterer
Form bzw. Ensembles von Partikeln anwendbar ist.
Die betrachteten einzelnen kleinen (< λ) Goldku¨gelchen und Silberellipsoide besitzen eine
stark ausgepra¨gte SPR im sichtbaren optischen Bereich. Diese ist auf eine dipolartige Po-
larisierung des Teilchens zuru¨ckzufu¨hren. Ho¨here Moden der Polarisation ko¨nnen entweder
als Folge von Retardierungseffekten an gro¨ßeren (∼ λ/2) Teilchen oder bei der Verwendung
inhomogener (z.B. evaneszenter) Wellen angeregt werden.
Partikel, die sich in der Na¨he eines Substrates befinden, unterliegen der Nahfeldwechselwir-
kung zwischen den (lichtinduzierten) Oberfla¨chenladungen auf der Oberfla¨che des Teilchens
und des Substrats. Dies fu¨hrt zu einer Verschiebung der SPR zu niedrigeren Frequenzen
und einer Erho¨hung des lokalen elektrischen Feldes. Letzteres bildet die Grundlage z.B. der
spitzenversta¨rkten Raman-Spektroskopie und der optischen Nahfeldmikroskopie mit Streu-
lichtdetektion.
Dasselbe Prinzip bewirkt ein stark u¨berho¨htes elektrisches Feld zwischen miteinander wech-
selwirkenden Nanopartikeln, welches z.B. die Sensitivita¨t der oberfla¨chenversta¨rkten Raman-
Mikroskopie um mehrere Gro¨ßenordnungen steigern kann.
Im Gegensatz zur SPR einzelner Nanopartikel kann die Resonanz der Lichtstreuung im Fall
eines Partikels in der Na¨he eines Substrats aus der durch die Nahfeldwechselwirkung indu-
zierten Anregung elektromagnetischer Oberfla¨chenzusta¨nde entstehen. Diese wirken ihrerseits
auf das Nanopartikel zuru¨ck, wobei eine resonante Lichtstreuung beobachtbar ist. Dieser, am
Beispiel einer metallischen Nahfeldsonde u¨ber einem Siliziumcarbid-Substrat analysierte, Ef-
fekt ermo¨glicht bei einer ganzen Klasse von polaren Kristallen interessante Anwendungen in
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der Mikroskopie und Sensorik basierend auf der hohen Dichte von Oberfla¨chenphononpolari-
tonen dieser Kristalle im mittleren infraroten Spektralbereich und deren nahfeldinduzierten
Anregung.
Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit werden kollektive Anregungen von Elektronen an Metallober-
fla¨chen untersucht. Die dabei auftretenden plasmonischen Oberfla¨chenwellen (engl. surface
plasmon polaritons – SPPs) weisen einen exponentiellen Abfall der Intensita¨t senkrecht zur
Grenzfla¨che auf. Diese starke Lokalisierung der Energie an der Oberfla¨che bildet die Grund-
lage vieler Anwendungen, z.B. im Bereich der hochempfindlichen Detektion (bio)chemischer
Verbindungen oder fu¨r eine zweidimensionale Optik (engl. plasmonics).
Das Aufheben der Translationsinvarianz la¨ngs der Oberfla¨che ermo¨glicht die direkte Anre-
gung von SPPs durch ebene Wellen. Die Abha¨ngigkeit dieser Kopplung von der Geometrie
wird am Beispiel eines Nanograbens untersucht. Dabei werden neben den SPPs ebenfalls eine
oder mehrere Moden im Graben angeregt. Folglich ermo¨glicht die geeignete Wahl der Gra-
bengeometrie die Optimierung der Umwandlung von ebenen Wellen in SPPs.
Im – in der Praxis weit verbreiteten – Fall asymmetrisch eingebetteter metallischer Du¨nn-
schichtwellenleiter existieren zwei Moden. In Abha¨ngigkeit von der Grabenbreite kann die
eine oder die andere Mode bevorzugt angeregt werden.
Die Analyse der Wechselwirkung von SPPs mit Oberfla¨chenstrukturen, z.B. Kanten, Stufen,
Barrieren und Gra¨ben, zeigt die Mo¨glichkeit der Steuerung der Reflexions-, Transmissions-
und Abstrahleigenschaften durch die gezielte Wahl der Geometrie der ”Oberfla¨chendefekte“
auf der Nanoskala und deckt die zu Grunde liegenden Mechanismen und die daraus resultieren-
den Anforderungen bei der Herstellung neuer plasmonischer Komponenten auf. Exemplarisch
wird das Prinzip der SPP-Anregung an einzelnen und mehreren Gra¨ben in du¨nnen metal-
lischen Filmen sowie der sub-λ-Feldlokalisierung an sich verju¨ngenden metallischen Du¨nn-
schichtwellenleitern unter Verwendung der optischen Nahfeldmikroskopie experimentell ge-
zeigt.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Optics – one of the oldest disciplines in physics – has undergone a rapid change and progress
in the last decades with regard to understanding the interaction of light with very small
structures, mainly pushed by new fabrication techniques and applications relying on them.
In the limit that the wavelength is no longer small compared to the structural sizes, the
classical concepts and techniques known from ray optics cannot be applied. Moreover, some
terms, such as reflection and transmission, become (partially) meaningless while scattering
and absorption have to be taken into account in order to appropriately describe the optical
properties of such nanostructures. This complex subject, called nanooptics, comprises a lot of
interesting resonance effects which have to be considered in today’s nanotechnology and op-
toelectronics. Furthermore, understanding the interaction of light with sub-wavelength-sized
structures opens a new dimension for tailoring the optical properties of artificial materials
and devices, such as metamaterials and negative-refractive-index materials [1, 2].
Especially the polarizability of noble-metal nanoparticles may show a resonance in the vis-
ible spectral region. This phenomenon is called surface plasmon resonance (SPR)1, which
reflects the fact that the polarizability of metals is dominated by a plasma oscillation of the
free electrons. The attractive feature of such SPRs is that the electromagnetic field in the
vicinity of the particle is strongly enhanced. This field confinement opens the door to several
prospective applications such as the utilization of ”hot spots”in the electric field to chemically
sense small volumes for example in surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [3–5]. Further
on, such a SPR can be used to increase the sensitivity in scattering-type near-field optical
microscopy (s-SNOM) [6–8] which allows the lateral mapping of the optical properties with a
1The term surface plasmon resonance is used for different phenomena in parallel in literature. The term
plasmon denotes the quantum unit of the plasma oscillation in analogy to a photon. Within this thesis, the
surface plasmon polariton resonance of nanoparticles is called surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and the term
polariton is omitted in order to underline the localized nature of the oscillating plasma wave within the particle.
Later, the propagating surface waves at a metal-dielectric boundary are called surface plasmon polariton (SPP)
emphasizing their propagation along the surface and to contrast to the SPR.
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lateral resolution beyond the diffraction limit of classical far-field optics. Similar techniques
can be used in near-field nanolithography [9] to structure a photoresist at sub-wavelength
scales or to store data optically with ultrahigh density.
Similarly, polarization waves of the electron plasma at the surface of a metal may cause an
exponentially decaying electromagnetic field in the dielectric [10]. Such (propagating) surface
waves – commonly referred to as surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) – are associated with a
strong concentration of the electromagnetic field at the interface. Therefore, they are well
suited for surface sensing applications, such as chemical and biosensing (see Ref. [11,12] and
references therein).
The possibility to transport light in a confined way by means of SPPs is currently attracting
a lot of attention as it promises a way to construct small optical interconnections and signal
processing devices on electronic chips [13, and references therein] in order to further speed up
electronic devices.
The impact of surface plasmons and their potential applications become even more obvious
when we look closer into today’s optoelectronic devices. The metal structures used for the
electrical connections also provide the ground on which SPPs can exist. Especially, excited
molecules close to metal surfaces couple to the SPP states [14]. Fortunately, this mechanism
does not inevitably reduce the device performance because the inherent field confinement and
enhancement of SPPs can be utilized in a cavity. Furthermore, the electromagnetic energy
trapped in the SPPs can be recycled into propagating modes on nanopatterned interfaces
and, additionally, the light transported by the SPP can be easily coupled out of the (organic)
light-emitting devices [15–17] because it is not subjected to the trapping by total internal
reflection inside the device.
Outline of this work
This work is organized as follows: After a brief introduction to the method of multiple
multipoles and a short excursion into the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with matter
in chapter 2, this powerful, numerically efficient, and physically intuitive technique is applied
to problems both of near-field optics and plasmonics in order to shed light on the underlying
physics. In this thesis, the particular problems under investigation can be grouped into two
parts as outlined in Fig. 1.1:
• The localized surface plasmon resonance (SPR) of single nanoparticles is discussed in
chapter 3. The associated strong, locally confined field may be further increased by
means of closely arranged nanoparticles that interact via their near-fields, as discussed
in chapter 4 for dimers and trimers of gold spheres. Special emphasis is put on evalu-
ating the local electric field strength, which determines the sensitivity in processes that
critically depend on it as, for example, Raman scattering or second harmonic generation
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Figure 1.1 Thesis overview – systems studied in this thesis.
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and other nonlinear processes.
The strong, confined electric field close to nanoparticles may also be used to probe the
local optical properties of a sample by scanning such a nanoparticle across it. The ef-
fects occurring when such a probe is placed close to a planar interface are discussed in
chapter 5 for two distinct cases: Firstly, the probe is excited at its SPR. Secondly, the
excitation in the mid-infrared spectral region is far-off from the SPR. In the latter case,
the polarized probe may excite localized surface phonon polaritons on polar crystals,
which opens the door to interesting sensing applications.
• The second part of the thesis is devoted to propagating surface plasmon polaritons
present at the interface between a metal and a dielectric. The excitation, interaction,
and scattering of SPPs on patterned surfaces or at surface defects is first analyzed
assuming the simple case of an interface between metallic and dielectric semi-infinite
half-spaces in chapter 6. The modifications in the case of plasmonic devices based on
thin-film metal waveguides is analyzed in chapter 7.
Chapter 2
The multiple-multipole method
This chapter surveys the numerical methods used in electromagnetics. Special emphasis is
laid on the method of multiple multipoles, which is extensively used in the following parts of
this thesis.
2.1 Introduction
The interaction of electromagnetic radiation with matter is described by Maxwell’s equations
together with the constitutive relations chosen. For linear, homogeneous, isotropic, locally
responding materials, harmonic time dependence e−iωt of the fields, and in the absence of free
charges and free currents, these partial differential equations are given by [18,19]:
∇ · εE = 0, (2.1)
∇×E = iωµH, (2.2)
∇ · µH = 0, (2.3)
∇×H = −iωεE. (2.4)
The quantities ε and µ are the complex permittivity and permeability of the material that is
usually divided into so-called domains Di in which ε and µ are spatially uniform.
Provided that the material is isotropic so that ε and µ are simple scalars, Eqs. (2.1) and (2.3)
in such domains reduce to ∇ ·E = 0, ∇ ·H = 0. The curl of Eqs. (2.2) and (2.4) can then
be written as the homogeneous Helmholtz equation:(∇2 + k2)E = 0, (∇2 + k2)H = 0, (2.5)
with k2 = εµω2/c2. Therefore, every electromagnetic field must satisfy Eq. (2.5). The total
electromagnetic field E andH can be expressed as a superposition of the excitation field Ein
and H in, and the one arising because of the light-matter interaction, Esca and Hsca:
E = Ein +Esca, H =H in +Hsca. (2.6)
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These expressions together with the linearity of the operator (∇2 + k2) can be used to split
off the known excitation resulting in an inhomogeneity on the right side of the Helmholtz
equation (2.5) that includes only Esca and Hsca instead of the total fields. The solution has
also to fulfill the boundary conditions at the border ∂Dij between Di and Dj :
(EDi‖ −E
Dj
‖ ) = 0,
(εDiE
Di
⊥ − εDjE
Dj
⊥ ) = 0,
(HDi‖ −H
Dj
‖ ) = 0,
(µDiH
Di
⊥ − µDjH
Dj
⊥ ) = 0.
(2.7)
The symbols ‖, ⊥ indicate the field component parallel and normal to the boundary, respec-
tively.
The analytical solution of this partial differential equation is known for some special cases
only, mostly for problems having a high degree of symmetry, e.g. being spherical. Many
numerical techniques [20, 21, and references therein] for solving Eq. (2.5) have been imple-
mented, last but not least promoted by the tremendously increased computation speed of
modern computers. The methods can be classified with respect to whether they discretize
the volume (domain methods, e.g. the finite-difference time domain (FDTD) method) or
the boundary (boundary methods, e.g. generalized multipole techniques (GMT) such as the
multiple-multipole method (MMP)). The other main classification criterion is whether the
method assumes a fixed frequency, corresponding to a time dependence e−iωt, (frequency
domain, e.g. MMP) or discretizes the temporal behavior of the electromagnetic field (time
domain, e.g. FDTD). As usual, no method is suitable for all various kinds of problems and
the appropriate method has to be chosen for every individual case. For instance, for the
investigation of femtosecond nonlinear optical effects in anisotropic media, FDTD might be
a better choice, whereas linearly responding media can be very well and efficiently modelled
by MMP.
2.2 Solving Maxwell’s equations using MMP
Starting in the 1980s, the multiple-multipole method (MMP) was developed and implemented
at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich by Ch. Hafner and coworkers [22–24].
This well established method belongs to the GMT group and has its roots in the method of
image charges, Mie theory, circular harmonic analysis and point matching. MMP has been
successfully applied to various problems in electromagnetism, such as light propagation in
waveguides [25, 26] and periodic structures [27] (e.g. lithography masks in semiconductor
industries [28], light propagation and scattering at small apertures [29, 30], the analysis and
optimization of photonic crystals [31]), and many others. It is beyond the scope of this work
to present all the details (see [23, 24, 32–34]) of MMP, but we rather restrict ourselves to a
short overview.
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In this frequency domain technique, the time dependence of the electromagnetic field is as-
sumed to be harmonic, e−iωt, which is not written explicitly in the following equations. Fur-
thermore, MMP is a semianalytical boundary method in the sense that the differential equa-
tions (2.5) are exactly (analytically) fulfilled inside the homogeneous domains Di, whereas
the boundary conditions are only approximately satisfied. Because of the fact that only the
boundary needs to be discretized, the numerical effort is considerably smaller than in domain
techniques such as FDTD, especially for problems close to one that has a known analytical
solution.
The electromagnetic field FDi(~r) = {E(~r),H(~r)} at the position ~r inside Di can be written
as a linear superposition:
FDi(~r) = fDiin (~r) +
∑
η
cηf
Di
η (~r) + error. (2.8)
The so-called expansions, formed by a subset of the basis functions fDiη , are known analytical
solutions of Maxwell’s equations, such as multipole fields or Bessel functions of different orders
and degrees, waveguide modes, plane waves, or even more complex functions, e.g. distributed
multipoles. The remaining task is to fulfill the continuity of EDi,j‖ , H
Di,j
‖ , εDi,jE
Di,j
⊥ , and
µDi,jH
Di,j
⊥ at the boundary ∂Dij between Di and Dj . This is done at certain collocation
points, leading to an algebraic matrix equation of the type:∑
ξ
Aζ,ξCξ = Gζ . (2.9)
The elements of the rectangular matrix Aζ,ξ are known, because the columns correspond to
the basis functions and each row corresponds to a boundary condition at one of the collocation
points. The vector Gζ represents the excitation, and hence the only unknown vector Cξ is
obtained by solving Eq. (2.9). The generalized point matching (GPM) technique employed
uses an overdetermined system of equations (more boundary conditions than coefficients cη),
which is much more robust with respect to the individual positions of the collocation points
than point matching techniques using a square matrix [24, p. 191]. The expansion coefficients
are determined in a least-square sense by minimizing the residual R = ‖AC−G‖2. The usual
vector norm ‖ · ‖2 is used, which corresponds to the total field mismatch summed over all
collocation points Ncol at the boundaries:
R =
Ncol∑
k=1
{
|wE‖(~rk)|2
[
E
Di
‖ (~rk)−E
Dj
‖ (~rk)
]
·
[
E
Di
‖ (~rk)−E
Dj
‖ (~rk)
]∗
+|wE⊥(~rk)|2
∣∣∣[εDiEDi⊥ (~rk)− εDjEDj⊥ (~rk)]∣∣∣2
+|wH‖(~rk)|2
[
H
Di
‖ (~rk)−H
Dj
‖ (~rk)
]
·
[
H
Di
‖ (~rk)−H
Dj
‖ (~rk)
]∗
+|wH⊥(~rk)|2
∣∣∣[µDiHDi⊥ (~rk)− µDjHDj⊥ (~rk)]∣∣∣2}.
(2.10)
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The weights in Eq. (2.10) are defined as [24, p. 233]:
wE‖(~rk) = ηk (∆sk)
1
2 , wH‖(~rk) = ηk
(
µDiµDj
εDiεDj
) 1
4
(∆sk)
1
2 ,
wE⊥(~rk) = ηk
(
1
εDiεDj
) 1
2
(∆sk)
1
2 , wH⊥(~rk) = ηk
(
1
εDiεDjµDiµDj
) 1
4
(∆sk)
1
2 .
The factors containing ε and/or µ maintain the dimensional consistency and ensure equal
weighting of all boundary conditions. Otherwise, the mismatch given by Eq. (2.10) could dif-
fer for the individual field components by orders of magnitude. The factors ∆sk in the weights
reflect the fact that the collocation points need not be distributed equidistantly across ∂Dij .
The interface segment ∆sk, which is associated with the matching point at ~rk, has an area
defined by the distance to the neighboring matching points. In 2D models, these small surface
elements are replaced by line elements. The distance between neighboring collocation points
has to be chosen carefully to properly account for the field variation which strongly depends
on the geometrical features to be modelled. The weights ensure an appropriate balancing
of the various collocation points in the residual of Eq. (2.10). The parameter ηk may be
defined manually to force the code to emphasize certain regions or points, which is sometimes
necessary.
The residual defined by Eq. (2.10) is evaluated using linear algebra routines for solving the
matrix Eq. (2.9). The standard solver used in MMP is the Givens algorithm based on plane
rotations and the QR decomposition [24,35, and references therein]. The accuracy of the result
is gauged by looking at the violation of the boundary conditions at the collocation points
rather than looking at the functional value R. The program/graphical user interface is able
to visualize the error distribution (violation of the boundary conditions) locally. Therefore,
one may try to improve the setting/orders of the expansion in a next step in order to achieve
more accurate results. The field at any point in space is defined by the series expansion
in Eq. (2.8). Therefore, it is possible to visualize the field on any afterwards-chosen grid
or perform integrations without recomputing the solution, which is a unique advantage as
compared to the domain methods, which have to store the field at every predefined grid
point.
2.3 Further remarks on MMP modelling
The results presented in this work were obtained with two different implementations of the
MMP method. The MMP-3D Fortran code [34] was compiled under SGI-IRIX [36] and the
executable program was run on SGI Origin 2000 and Origin 3800 at the Center for Information
Services and High Performance Computing at the TU Dresden. This environment was used
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for solving the problems presented in chapter 5, while the graphical user interface XMMPTool
running on the local computer served for modelling and visualization. The calculations in
chapters 4, 6, and 7 as well as most of the results in chapter 3 were carried out by the
Microsoft-Windows-based MMP program MaX-1 [37]. The considerably increased speed of
modern desktop computers allows MaX-1 to run on such a computer with similar performance
as that obtained on a single CPU of a several years old high-power multiprocessor machine.
Despite the fact that both MMP packages use the same underlying method, the files containing
the project description, e.g. boundary definitions, expansion settings etc., are not portable
because MaX-1 uses new features which were not or differently implemented in the older
version. The following paragraphs are intended to shortly review certain important technical
aspects of the modelling procedure.
Boundaries
The boundaries separating the piecewise homogeneous domains have to be chosen according
to the interfaces present in the problem to be modelled. Occasionally fictitious boundaries
are introduced inside physically homogeneous (ε, µ uniform) domains for numerical reasons
and convergence purposes [24]. Therefore, the code can be forced to use only a small set
of expansions for the field evaluation in certain domains. The old MMP-3D version creates
the collocation points, in the following called matching points, according to the previously
chosen line or surface elements. Hence, changing the positions and/or orders of the multi-
poles (expansions) may require to redefine these elements. This drawback was eliminated
in MaX-1. Here the boundary is specified by defining certain points between which a spline
approximation is used. The program automatically generates the matching points along this
spline-interpolated boundary, taking into account the position and the order of the multipoles
as well as user-defined values such as the desired overdetermination of the matrix (Eq. (2.9)) or
the maximum distance between neighboring matching points. Nevertheless, in order to keep
to the safe side it is highly recommended that the user manually inspects the automatically
generated matching point distribution to prevent violation of the sampling theorem [34].
Expansion setting
In principle, the series expression of the electromagnetic field in Eq. (2.8) can be done by
any complete set of functions fDiη that satisfy Eq. (2.5). A highly accurate solution may be
obtained with minimal numerical effort (small number of η) if known analytical solutions of
the problem under investigation are used. Because for many problems such eigensolutions are
not known, multipoles of certain orders and degrees placed at multiple locations are widely
used to describe the field. As the field at the origin of every individual multipole is singular,
the multipoles modelling the field in Di have to be placed outside of this domain and the
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validity is usually restricted to a single domain only:
fDik =
fk in Di and on ∂Dij0 in Dj (j 6= i). (2.11)
Di
Dj
∂Dij
ρk
Figure 2.1 MMP uses multipoles at multiple locations to approximate the field at the
discretized boundary ∂Dij. The multipoles describing the field in the domain Di, marked by
the green circles, have to be placed outside Di (in Dj) because of the singularities at their
origins. The area of greatest influence of a single multipole is indicated by the circles having
radii of 1.2 . . . 1.4 · ρk.
Several aspects have to be kept in mind for the positioning of the multipoles:
• The field at a certain matching point is mainly defined by the closest multipole. In order
to avoid numerical dependencies between neighboring multipoles, the distance between
them should be larger than 1.2 to 1.4 ρk [34], where ρk is the distance to the nearest
matching point as illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
• To model regions where the field varies strongly, the multipoles have to be placed closer
to the boundary, and/or their orders has to be increased locally. Such strongly varying
fields mostly coincide with pronounced geometrical features at the boundary such as
small curvature radii (see Fig. 2.1).
• The size of the matrix as well as the time for solving Eq. (2.9) increase with the number
of expansions. Therefore, regions where the field behaves regularly should be modelled
with a low density of multipoles.
The automated multipole setting routine implemented in MaX-1 by E. Moreno [38] helps to
distribute the multipoles but the parameters used by this procedure have to be adapted and
optimized for the actual problem.
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Other types of expansions, such as multipoles distributed along a line or ring, Bessel functions,
and harmonic expansions (plane waves/Rayleigh waves) are also implemented, increasing the
flexibility of the code as well as improving the convergence when used properly. Another
attractive feature of MMP is its very close relationship to analytical routines, which allows
one to incorporate previously found or analytical solutions, e.g. waveguide modes, as basis-
functions in Eq. (2.8) by defining so-called connections. A connection is a linear superposition
of basis functions with given coefficients al:
fcon(~r) =
∑
l
alfl(~r). (2.12)
The internal coefficients may be obtained by solving an eigenvalue problem or problems being
less complex (e.g. symmetric). These connections can describe the field in multiple domains
and are handled as a whole. Therefore, it is possible to gain physical insight by tracking the
cη coefficient of the connection to map how this connection (e.g. mode) contributes to the
solution.
Last but not least, MaX-1 can be controlled via directives. Similar to macros, they provide
a means to access all program features, such as defining the frequency and geometry, set-
ting multipoles, running the solver, etc. With this, one can easily change the geometry, as
extensively done in chapters 6 and 7 of this thesis.
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Chapter 3
Local field confinement and
enhancement
The interaction of electromagnetic radiation with small particles has again been pushed into
the focus of research in the last years. The broad interest is mainly motivated by sensorics
and local-probe microscopy techniques as well as by the greatly improved experimental facilities
compared to the time when G. Mie [39] and Lord Rayleigh did their pioneering work on
understanding the optical properties of small particles ( λ). Such small particles may show
a resonance of their polarizability, and hence, a locally strongly enhanced field, which can be
used to enhance physical phenomena that are sensitive to the local electric field. The Raman
cross section, for example, may be increased by many orders of magnitude (surface-enhanced
Raman scattering [3, 4]). Nowadays, tip-enhanced Raman scattering [40–42] even provides
the sensitivity and confinement necessary for single-molecule spectroscopy [43].
In the following, the basic mechanism of light interacting with matter at the nanometer scale
will be discussed, starting with an electrostatic approximation. After a short review of the
key points of this well known model, its limitations are presented by analyzing gold and silver
particles having diameters outside the small-diameter regime.
3.1 Optical properties of single nanoparticles
The fully three-dimensional solution of the electrodynamic response of a particle excited by
an electromagnetic wave turns out to be non-trivial in general. However, to a large extent,
the underlying phenomena and physics can be analyzed and understood by means of the
much simpler quasi-electrostatic model [19, 44]. For particles being small compared to the
incident wavelength λ, the exciting field Ein is nearly uniform across the whole particle and
the retardation arising because of the finite speed of light is negligible. Consequentially,
the scattering problem can be evaluated in the electrostatic limit by simply calculating the
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polarization of the particle under the assumption of a time-harmonic oscillation.
For an ellipsoid with the semiaxes a ≥ b ≥ c aligned parallel to the x, y, and z coordinate
axes, the dipole moment is given by the polarizability α (see Ref. [19] p. 145) in the principal
axis system:
Px,y,z = αx,y,z ε0Ein,x,y,z (3.1)
with αx,y,z =
4
3
piabc
ε− εi
εi + La,b,c(ε− εi) . (3.2)
The parameters ε and εi are the dielectric ”constants”of the material of the particle and of
the surrounding medium, respectively. For spheroids, the purely geometric factor Lj can be
expressed in terms of the eccentricity e [19].
Prolate spheroid (b = c):
La =
1− e2
e2
[
−1 + 1
2e
ln
1 + e
1− e
]
, e2 = 1− b
2
a2
, (3.3)
Oblate spheroids (a = b):
La =
g(e)
2e2
[pi
2
− arctan g(e)
]
− g
2(e)
2
, (3.4)
g(e) =
(
1− e2
e2
) 1
2
, e2 = 1− c
2
a2
. (3.5)
The remaining factors Lb or Lc are fixed by the relation:
La + Lb + Lc = 1.
The polarization of the particle is thus driven by the oscillating incident field. The oscillating
charges on the particle cause a scattering into the far field as well as absorption of electro-
magnetic radiation. Within the framework of the quasi-electrostatic model the absorption
cross section Cabs is simply given by:
Cabs ∼ k Im[α] with k = 2pi
λ
.
Therefore, the internal losses are proportional to the particle volume, whereas the scattering
cross section Csca, given by
Csca ∼ k
4
6pi
|α|2 ,
is proportional to the square of the volume. This leads to a rapidly vanishing scattering
signature for very small particles. The polarization inside the particle is directly related to
the local electric-field enhancement (FE) at the apex of the particle. For prolate particles this
is given by:
|Eloc|
|Ein| =
∣∣∣∣ εεi + La(ε− εi)
∣∣∣∣ . (3.6)
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For vanishing denominators in Eqs. (3.2) and (3.6), a resonance of the polarization of the
particle can occur. This condition fixes the singularity of Eqs. (3.2) and (3.6) in the complex
ε plane, whereas the dielectric data of the material determines how close the material comes
to this singularity (because Im[ε] > 0). Hence, the polarization remains finite for absorbing
media.
The surrounding medium has Re[εi] ≥ 1 in the majority of experiments. Therefore, Re[ε] < 0
is required in order to fulfill the resonance condition. Consequently, the material of the
particle has to have a resonance in its (atomic) polarizability resulting in Re[ε] < 0, e.g.
caused by the free electrons in metals or by phonons in polar crystals. In the case of metals
these resonant collective charge oscillations in the particle are commonly referred to as surface
plasmon resonance (SPR).
The appealing simplicity of the equations above allows the investigation of the SPR for par-
ticles having a different (spheroidal) shape.
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Figure 3.1 Electric field enhancement and spectral position of the surface plasmon reso-
nance (SPR) for a spheroidal silver particle in the electrostatic approximation as a function
of the eccentricity e of the spheroid. The enhancement at the SPR increases strongly for elon-
gated, prolate shapes and shifts towards longer wavelengths, whereas flattened, oblate shapes
cause a blueshift and a reduction of the enhancement.
The magnitude of the FE at the SPR as well as the spectral position of the SPR are displayed
in Fig. 3.1 for a spheroid made of silver. A sphere (a = b = c λ) shows a SPR at λ = 357 nm
with roughly 11 times enhanced field according to the εAg data from Ref. [45]1. Stretching the
sphere to a prolate shape causes an anisotropy of the polarizabilities along the short and long
semiaxes. The SPR of the long axis is redshifted and the corresponding local electric field
1The magnitude and position of the SPR is extremely sensitive to the ε value assumed.
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at the apex of the particle is strongly increased. The stronger FE originates from the larger
absolute value of ε in the numerator of Eq. (3.6), the reduced damping in the red spectral
region, and the smaller value of La. Both effects are reversed for flattened, oblate spheroid.
The predictive power of the quasi-electrostatic model seems impressive. For instance, it
predicts the huge field enhancement factors, which can explain the giant Raman enhancement
factors reported [5]. The remaining question is: Does the electrostatic picture account for all
effects that are present in a realistic experimental setup? What and where are the limitations
of this model?
The stringent assumption of the model is the uniformity of the incident field across the
particle, which can be violated in two ways:
• If the size of the particle is no longer small compared to λ, then the incident field for a
given time varies across the particle.
• In the case of an inhomogeneous excitation (such as an evanescent wave), the incident
field is nonuniform even for small particles.
Both points are interesting not only from an academic point of view. Nanoparticles made of
various materials, such as Au, Pt, and polystyrene, are commercially available and the range of
applications covers biosensors, chemical analysis, detection of ferroelectric polarization [46,47],
and novel plasmonic bandstructures. The following examples have been realized during this
thesis and give an introduction to the following chapters.
3.2 Surface plasmon resonance of gold nanospheres
Let us focus on the first point mentioned and look at the influence of the size of the nanopar-
ticle on its spectral response. For the sake of simplicity, the gold spheres are assumed to be
surrounded by vacuum and illuminated by a p-polarized plane wave as depicted in the inset
of Fig. 3.2. Hence, the influence of a supporting substrate is neglected at the moment.
Using the wavelength-dependent data of the dielectric function of gold taken from Ref. [45],
the local FE at nanospheres having various diameters d is displayed in Fig. 3.2. The value of
the enhancement was determined by taking the local electric |Eloc| at the outer top position
at the sphere (as indicated by the arrow in the inset in Fig. 3.2) and normalizing it to the
strength of the incident electric field |Ein|.
For the smallest particles (d ≤ 30 nm), the spectra in Fig. 3.2 reveal a maximum in the
FE of somewhat more than 4.3 in the green spectral range around λ = 520 nm. The broad
shoulder extending up to λ = 650 nm originates from the dielectric properties of gold. The
internal damping mainly given by Im[εAu], strongly decreases from Im[εAu(λ = 310 nm)] = 7
around the interband resonance of gold in the blue/ultraviolet spectral range to as little as
Im[εAu(λ = 650 nm)] = 1. The nearly identical results for d = 10 nm of the numerical
three-dimensional MMP simulation (red curve in Fig. 3.2) and the analytical electrostatic
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Figure 3.2 The enhancement of the local electric field at a spherical gold nanoparticle
caused by a SPR in the visible spectral range. The SPR for particles which are not very small
compared to λ, e.g. d = 80 and 100 nm, is slightly redshifted and stronger than predicted by
the quasi-electrostatic model (marked by the ×), which accurately describes smaller particles,
such as d = 10 nm. The SPR strongly redshifts for d > 100 nm, while for d > 200 nm
additional resonances occur, but the maximum field decreases.
approximation (black dotted line with crosses) underline the validity of the latter in the
small-particle limit.
Moving to slightly larger particles causes the SPR to become slightly redshifted and the FE
to increase, which cannot be accounted for in the electrostatic limit because of the lack of a
characteristic length scale in that description. However, the qualitative results still remain
valid up to d ' 100 nm. The reason for this correspondence becomes clear when looking
at the |E| field pattern displayed in Fig. 3.3 (a). The incident electric field causes a dipolar
polarization for small particles which is easily understood in electrostatics theory. The |E| field
patterns for d = 150 nm and d = 300 nm shown in Fig. 3.3 (b) and (c) deviate from a purely
dipolar response, exhibiting an increasing asymmetry between the forward and backward
scattered light for larger particles. The dipolar mode redshifts strongly for increasing d and
for spheres having d > 200 nm it is outside the range plotted in Fig. 3.2. The additional small
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Figure 3.3 (a) The |E| pattern for small ( λ) gold spheres shows mainly a dipolar
polarization of the particle. (b). . . (f) For larger particles, the increased retardation causes a
dephasing and the excitation of higher-order modes.
resonances can be associated with higher-order modes as displayed in Fig. 3.3 (d)-(f) but the
gain of the electric field is much less compared to smaller particles2. These deviations from the
electrostatic result for small particles can be treated analytically by Mie’s theory [39] instead
of electrostatics. Since a multipole in MMP is nothing else than a multipolar expansion in
Mie’s theory, the results of the corresponding Mie calculation are not explicitly shown.
3.3 Silver ellipsoid in an evanescent field
The optical response under inhomogeneous excitation will now be illustrated for an ellipsoidal
silver particle. The inhomogeneous illumination can easily be achieved by illuminating a
glass/vacuum interface from the glass side and choosing an angle of incidence larger than the
critical one. Hence, the p-polarized plane wave, whose incidence angle is assumed to be 45◦,
is totally internally reflected into the glass (εglass = 2.25) and an evanescent wave is created at
the surface in the vacuum half-space. This electromagnetic wave decays exponentially normal
to the interface. The decay constant k⊥ can be adjusted by changing the angle of incidence φ
through k⊥ =
√
k20 − k‖(φ)2, with k0 = 2piλ . For example, the intensity of the evanescent wave
2The fact that the point where Eloc is determined is kept fixed may influence the value of the FE because
of the different |E| field pattern of the modes. Therefore, the maximum of the field for higher modes can be
slightly larger than plotted in Fig. 3.2 while the overall spectrum will be almost unaffected.
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at φ = 45◦ rapidly drops down (normal to the interface) to a 1/e value within z1/e ≈ 14λ.
The widely used excitation scheme drawn in Fig. 3.4 is known as the total-internal-reflection
(TIR) method. The absence of propagating modes (from the excitation) in the upper vacuum
half-space is advantageous from the experimental point of view in order to discriminate the
scattered light from the incident. A silver ellipsoid placed in this evanescent field will sense
∆
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Figure 3.4 Inhomogeneous particle illumination through evanescent optical fields. The p-
polarized incident plane wave undergoes total internal reflection at the glass interface. Hence,
kz is purely imaginary in the upper half-space, corresponding to an evanescent wave. The
silver ellipsoid senses this field by getting polarized. The interaction of the particle with the
substrate is not accounted for in this section.
this field and will become polarized. For the sake of simplicity, we start the calculation without
accounting for the role of the interface (this task is postponed to a later chapter). Neglecting
the influence of the interface corresponds to a setup in which the particle-interface separation
∆ is large (but the particle still senses the evanescent field). In order to characterize the
field enhancement produced by the particle, we normalize the electric-field amplitude at both
ends of the ellipsoid to the exciting field E0 present at the position of the front end when the
particle is absent. In Fig. 3.5 these two normalized field amplitudes are plotted as a function
of wavelength for different ellipsoid sizes with an axis ratio of 10:3 and a long axis of a = 10,
50, and 100 nm.
All field enhancement spectra show a strong resonance in the green or yellow spectral range
which can be attributed to the excitation of a surface plasmon. The smallest particle (10 nm
in length) exhibits the SPR between 514 and 528 nm. For particles which are much smaller
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Figure 3.5 Electric-field amplitude near the apex of a silver ellipsoid under evanescent
excitation. For a larger particle size the strong dipole-like resonance shifts to longer wave-
lengths (redshift). Due to the less symmetric excitation a smaller second resonance shows up
at 420 nm only at the front side of the particle. Conversely, the rear end shows a similar
resonance at longer wavelengths indicated as a shoulder in the main resonance peak [48].
than the wavelength, the electrostatic description [19, 44] is sufficient for finding the main
resonance peak. For instance, for an ellipsoid with an axis ratio of 10:3 excited by an electric
field parallel to its long axis, the electrostatic model predicts the resonance to occur at that
specific frequency for which Re(εres,long) = −9.48, and the SPR for the mode parallel to the
short axis at Re(εres,short) = −1.21. Using the dielectric properties of silver published by
Palik [49], we obtain resonance wavelengths of ≈ 525 nm and ≈ 340 nm, respectively. The
very pronounced SPR along the larger ellipsoid axis dominates the spectral response, whereas
the mode parallel to the short axis around 340 nm does not give rise to any maximum because
of the field distribution (strongest field along the short semiaxis of the particle and not at the
sharp apex on the long semiaxis). The excellent agreement between the MMP simulation and
the analytical electrostatic solution confirms the coincidence of both descriptions for particles
which are small compared to the wavelength.
The spectral response of the larger two particles, shown in Fig. 3.5 is much more difficult to
describe analytically [50], as the electrostatic picture does not apply. This fact manifests itself
by a redshift of the strong resonance peak by as much as 40 nm in our MMP calculation.
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Figure 3.6 Electric-field amplitude pattern for a silver ellipsoid with an axis ratio of
100 nm : 30 nm illuminated by an evanescent wave at different wavelengths. At 575 nm (c)
the polarization inside the particle is nearly homogeneous and it scatters like a dipole. Due
to the evanescent field, a second mode is excited at shorter wavelengths with the electric field
concentrated either at the front (a) or rear (b) end of the ellipsoid.
Taking a closer look at the spectral responses in Fig. 3.5, we find a second less pronounced
maximum around 420 nm. This resonance can be attributed to a higher-order resonance
excited by the evanescent field. In contrast to plane waves, the rapidly decaying field has a
lower symmetry and is able to excite higher-order modes in the particle. Fig. 3.6 displays the
significant difference between this mode and the formerly mentioned surface plasmon mode in
which the whole particle is homogenously polarized. For this higher-order mode, the electric
field is mostly concentrated to the front end of the particle, while it is much weaker at the
rear end. Conversely, there is a similar resonance for which the field is strongest at the rear
end. That resonance occurs at a larger wavelength of 446 nm for a 100-nm-long ellipsoid and
is superimposed to the main SPR as a shoulder shown in Fig. 3.5. Note that all fields are
normalized to the same undisturbed field amplitude |E0| as introduced earlier.
For wavelengths larger than the main SPR, the field pattern is similar to Fig. 3.6 (c) but
weaker in intensity. Hence, for λ ≥ λres the particle can be treated as an oscillating dipole.
Before summarizing, it is worth while observing the strength of the higher-order mode. The
field gradient normal to the interface can easily be increased by choosing a larger angle of
incidence (see p. 18), which makes the excitation of the higher-order mode more efficient. As a
recalculation of the spectra revealed (data not shown), the strength of this mode also strongly
increases if one introduces a (fictitious) reduced damping (Im[ε]) of the optical response of
the particle.
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3.4 Summary: validity of the quasi-electrostatic description
The results presented in the last two sections illustrate the SPR, which constitutes a reso-
nance of the polarizability of the nanoparticle. The nonuniform spectral behavior has to be ac-
counted for in the interpretation of measurements which are sensitive to the local electric field,
such as an experiment by Wokaun et al. on Raman scattering [51], the observation of photo-
luminescence mediated by two-photon absorption at nanoparticles by Beversluis/Bouhelier et
al. [52,53], or the investigation of second-harmonic generation from nanoparticles by Antoine
et al. [54]. Hence, adjusting the spectral position of the SPR by properly choosing the mate-
rial (thereby ε(λ)), the geometrical shape, and the size opens the door to increased sensitivity.
The SPR of nanoparticles can be understood within a simple quasi-electrostatic model. That
is because the strong SPR modes are dipolar excitations by nature, and higher-order modes
are more strongly affected by the increased damping at frequencies closer to the plasma fre-
quency. Therefore, the main trend is qualitatively well reproduced by this simple model, but
one should always remember its limitations:
• Size effects that occur when the characteristic length L of the particle is no more small
compared to λ. As long as L ≤ λ/20, the predictions of the electrostatic model are
accurate. For particles with L < λ/2, the SPR is redshifted compared to the simple
model. Because of the presence of geometrical resonances, larger particles (L > λ/2)
behave completely differently.
• Inhomogeneous excitation created by strongly decaying fields, e.g. evanescent waves or
dipolar fields, causes the excitation of higher-order modes even in small particles. The
quasi-electrostatic model corresponds to a dipolar approximation. This is often suffi-
cient, but every electromagnetic field having non-vanishing higher-order spatial deriva-
tives of the intensity couples to higher order modes in the particle [18].
For the sake of completeness, a few remarks concerning very small particles are necessary. In
that case, additional damping mechanisms contribute, namely the scattering of the oscillating
electrons at the surface and quantum finite-size effects. If the diameter of the nanoparticles
is in the order of the free path length of the electrons, the surface scattering increases the
dissipation inside the material, which is otherwise dominated by electron-electron scatter-
ing [55]. First steps to clarify the role of quantum finite-size effects were presented recently,
using the time-dependent local-density approximation [56] to treat only the conduction elec-
trons quantum-mechanically and the rest classically. Both effects are not accounted for by the
dielectric constants of the bulk material. Therefore, the intrinsic damping may be larger for
particles smaller than 10 nm, as reported in Ref. [57–59]. However, these experiments have
to be carried out and analyzed very carefully because other effects might easily hide these
contributions, such as small variations of the shape, a coupling to neighboring nanoparticles,
or substrate effects as will be discussed in the next two chapters.
Chapter 4
Electromagnetic interaction of
nanoparticles
The aim of this chapter is to shed some light on the basic mechanism of near-field coupling
by investigating special cases rather than to present a complete treatment of the huge field
of electromagnetic interacting nanoparticles. The investigation presented in this work was
motivated by experimental studies. Commercially available gold nanoparticles are used mainly
because of practical reasons of long-term stability. The gold spheres are chemically inert,
unlike silver which easily reacts with sulphur. Unfortunately, the price for the lower reactivity
is a stronger damping in Au compared to Ag in the visible spectral range. The results of the
previous chapter indicate that a reasonably large enhancement by a SPR can only be achieved
with sphere diameters below 150 nm. Therefore, the following investigation has been limited
to spheres having d = 10, 30, and 80 nm.
Ferreting out highly confined, strongly enhanced electromagnetic fields has been the scope
of numerous studies. But from a practical point of view, optimizing the shape and material
of single nanoparticles is restricted to a few experimentally realizable structures. Another
road to enhanced electric fields has already been marked in the literature: Placing several
interacting nanoparticles close together can greatly increase the local electric field strength.
Such structures have mostly been used as SERS substrates and may be produced in a more or
less controlled way by thermal treatment [60] or in a much more well-defined way by means
of electron beam lithography (EBL) of thin metal films. This tool allows the nanopatterning
of two-dimensional structures having geometrical features down to some tens of nanometers.
The interaction between pairs [61–63] as well as arrays [64, 65] of EBL-produced cylinders
has been studied both by measuring the Raman enhancement [64–66] and by analyzing the
scattered or absorbed light [61, 62, 67]. The interaction has been modelled by investigating
a simpler two-dimensional system consisting of a pair of cylinders [68, 69] or pairs/arrays of
spheroids [62,65,70,71] and a strong radiative or near-field coupling has been found, depend-
ing on the separation and polarization.
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Other groups looked closer at the energy transport and dispersion in chains of nanoparti-
cles (plasmon wire) [72, 73, and references therein] and tee-structures/junctions made up of
nanoparticle chains [74]. All of these studies reveal that the two different eigenmodes behave
differently when the sub-λ separation between neighboring particles is reduced. More pre-
cisely, the transverse modes, in which the individual particles are polarized perpendicularly to
the chain axis, show a blueshift for smaller spacing, whereas the longitudinal mode (particles
polarized along the chain axis) is shifted to lower energies (redshift) [73]. The numerical simu-
lation in Ref. [75] clearly shows that the nearest-neighbor interaction dominates the response
of the chain.
Li et al. [76] picked up the idea of sub-λ light guiding of the longitudinal mode and proposed
an ”efficient nanolens consisting of a linear self-similar chain of metallic nanoparticles”. In
such an arrangement, the field is enhanced at the first sphere, leading to an enhanced exci-
tation of the second particle, which excites the third sphere. Therefore, the surface plasmon
resonators are successively fed, which results in a very high field (hot spot) between the two
last particles. Hence, such structures would feature an enormous Raman enhancement, which
could make them attractive for single-molecule detection.
4.1 Optical properties of gold dimers
Placing two identical spheres close to each other is maybe the simplest nontrivial problem
and should be discussed at the beginning. Before presenting the results of the rigorous
3D calculation, let us discuss the electrodynamic problem qualitatively in the limiting but
illustrative case that the particles are small.
∆
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Figure 4.1 Illuminating two spheres which are separated by a small gap leads to a strong
near-field interaction because of the oscillating surface charges induced on the spheres. The
surface charges are sketched for one point in time.
We consider an arrangement as depicted in Fig. 4.1, with the chain axis of the two small
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spheres parallel to the incident electric field Ein. The incident plane wave induces an oscil-
lating polarization in both particles. The particles are polarized in the same manner, which
leads to opposite surface charges at both spheres inside the gap as sketched in Fig. 4.1 for
a certain point in time. Hence, two surface charges with opposite signs, located at a short
distance to each other, produce a strong field. Depending on the ratio of the gap width to
the sphere radius, the strong near-field interaction does not only increase the local electric
field in the gap but may also alter the spectral response of the dimer compared to an isolated
particle.
4.1.1 Two identical spheres
The system under inspection consists of two spheres having equal diameters d and a fixed
separation of ∆ = 5 nm. Figure 4.2 displays the local electric-field enhancement (FE) for
different values of d of 10, 30, and 80 nm. The values of the FE were taken at the surface
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Figure 4.2 The strong near-field interaction of two identical gold spheres with a diameter
of 80, 30, and 10 nm separated by a gap of 5 nm leads to a high concentration of oppositely
signed charges on the two surfaces facing each other. Hence, |E| can be much stronger between
the spheres than at a single sphere. The highest field is found for d = 80 nm because of the
stronger polarization for larger particles. The inset shows the |E| pattern for 80-nm spheres
at the SPR (λ = 556 nm) in the xz plane. The color scale is logarithmic with successive colors
differing by a factor of 1.2 in the |E| field.
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of the sphere on the chain axis (x axis). The maxima of the FE are equal at both particles
because of the symmetry of the problem.
Taking a closer look at the spectra of a single sphere (blue curve, of Fig. 3.2) and of a pair of
spheres with d = 80 nm (Fig. 4.2), one finds a clear difference in shape. In the pair case, the
SPR is redshifted by approx. 25 nm because of the stronger near-field interaction at the inner
point whereas at the outer point (black dotted curve) only a very broad maximum around
590 nm is found. For smaller particles (d = 30, and 10 nm), this effect was not found, which
underlines that the strength of the near-field interaction increases strongly for very closely
arranged particles. The important parameter is the ratio of separation to radius and not just
the separation.
4.1.2 Two differently sized spheres
Replacing the second sphere by a smaller one breaks the symmetry of the arrangement. Hence,
the electromagnetic field becomes asymmetric as shown by the |E| field pattern in Fig. 4.3.
The graph displays the results for two spheres with d1 = 80 nm and d2 = 30 nm separated
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Figure 4.3 Spectra of the FE of a gold dimer having d1 = 80 nm, d2 = 30 nm, ∆ = 5 nm,
as well as for d1 = 30 nm, d2 = 10 nm, and ∆ = 2 nm. The colors of the curves and the
marked points in the inset indicate the locations where the FE was determined. The highest
field is situated inside the gap at the surface of the smaller sphere. Successive colors differ by
a factor of 1.2 in the logarithmic |E| pattern.
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by a ∆ = 5 nm gap and for another pair of spheres shrinked by factor ≈ 0.33 . . . 0.4, having
d1 = 30 nm, d2 = 10 nm, and ∆ = 2 nm. The different colors refer to the four locations along
the chain axis where the FE is recorded (they are indicated in the |E| inset, too).
Because of the smaller radius of curvature, the FE is now highest at the surface of the
smaller sphere, but the absolute value of the FE is less than for the 80-5-80-nm arrangement
in Fig. 4.2. This is most probably because of the fewer surface charges at smaller spheres
compared to larger ones. The outer points on the dimer (marked by black and green) are not
subject to such strong near-field interaction. Hence, the amplitude of the FE is significantly
smaller than inside the gap.
Since also the gap width ∆ was reduced in proportion, the spectra of the nanodimers having
d1 = 80 nm, d2 = 30 nm, and d1 = 30 nm, d2 = 10 nm, respectively, are qualitatively identical
in respect to their shape, as one would expect in the quasi-electrostatic model.
4.1.3 Experimental preparation of gold dimers
Depositing nanoparticles only a few nanometers away from each other seemed to be a rather
complicated task. A direct deposition of the clusters is beyond the capabilities of today’s stan-
dard scanning probe setups. Therefore, techniques relying on the occasional self-arrangement
were used in order to ”arrange”the dimers (for details see Ref. [77] and references therein).
The gap width ∆ was controlled via an additional spacer layer covering the gold clusters,
consisting of alkane thiols (C22H45SH) as sketched in Fig. 4.4. The thiol (S − H) group
Au
S
CH2
(CH2) CH20 3
Au
Figure 4.4 The alkane thiol forms a self-assembled monolayer in the trans conformation
around the gold spheres. The thickness of the layer is defined by the number of −CH2−
groups. The two spheres are separated by the docosanethiol layers by 2 · 3 nm.
binds strongly to the gold surface of the nanoparticle by forming a covalent metal-sulphur
bond. The molecules form a well ordered self-assembled monolayer in which they stand almost
upright. The thickness of this layer can therefore be controlled by changing the number of
−CH2− groups of the alkane. The commercially available aqueous gold particle suspension
was added to a solution of this alkane and ethanol (for further details see Ref. [77]). The
formation of the metal-thiol complex is nearly finished after 24 hours. After this pretreatment
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Figure 4.5 SEM images of gold dimers. (left) Dimers made up of 80-nm clusters deposited
onto a bare or Cr-covered ITO substrate to ensure electrical conductivity. (right) A dimer
consisting of 30-and 80-nm spheres (courtesy of J. Seidel).
the dispersion of gold clusters with d = 30 nm and d = 80 nm was spin-coated onto the sub-
strate once or twice. The dimers arranged themselves by chance and were then inspected by
means of a scanning-electron microscope (SEM). In order to prevent charging of the clusters
by the electrons and to avoid the associated blurring in the high-resolution SEM pictures,
conductive substrates are necessary. Optically transparent indium tin oxide (ITO) or a thin
layer of chromium [78] deposited onto glass are typically used. The result of such a screening
is displayed in Fig. 4.5. Raman spectroscopy of suitable test molecules may serve to probe
the near field of the field-enhancing metal structure. The intensity of Raman-shifted light
scattered by molecules situated close to the metal structure is a direct measure of field en-
hancement and shows a fourth-power dependence on the enhancement factor. In the present
case, the thiol molecules acting as the spacer layer between the clusters may simultaneously
serve as Raman-active probe molecules. In this way the field in the gap region between the
clusters, where the strongest field is expected, can be probed.
The Raman activity of the thiol layer is clearly confirmed by a spectral analysis of the light
scattered by the thiol-coated clusters. The measurement (Fig. 4.6) was performed with a
confocal optical microscope coupled to a grating spectrometer. Light from a single-mode
frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser with a wavelength of λ = 532 nm was focused through a
high-numerical-aperture oil-immersion objective onto a single cluster, and the scattered light
collected by the same objective was sent to the spectrometer. A notch filter suppressed the
Rayleigh-scattered light by six orders of magnitude. In the case of bare gold clusters only
Raman lines originating from the immersion oil were observed, whereas spectra taken on
thiol-coated gold clusters showed a number of additional well resolved lines, which can be
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Figure 4.6 Raman spectra taken on a bare and a thiol-coated gold cluster, respectively.
Without the thiol layer, only lines originating from the immersion oil are observed. The strong
line around zero is caused by Rayleigh-scattered light which is not completely suppressed by
the notch filter. (courtesy of R. Lettow)
attributed to various vibronic modes of the hydrocarbon chain (around 2900 cm−1) and the
end groups of the thiol molecule (around 750 cm−1) as shown in Fig. 4.6.
Furthermore, first attempts were made to measure Raman spectra originating from dimers of
thiol-coated clusters. At present, the Raman data are still to scarce to draw any quantitative
conclusions, but the work is continued at the TU Dresden.
Another tricky possibility to study the dynamics of cluster dimers experimentally was reported
by the group of Sandoghdar [80]. They ”simply”glued a single gold cluster to the apex of
a glass fiber tip of their SNOM setup. The second cluster was deposited on the substrate
and illuminated. The inter-particle distance and therewith the strength of interaction was
controlled by scanning the SNOM tip while the scattered light was analyzed.
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4.2 Optical properties of gold trimers (snowman)
After studying the dimer system in detail, we turn our attention to the setup mentioned in
the introduction of this chapter, which is also displayed in Fig. 4.7.
The third sphere added to the dimer is placed in close proximity to the second one. Therefore,
this additional particle is subject to the enhanced near field of the dimer and should further
gain in enhancement. This idea can be extended to even larger systems by adding additional
particles to further super-focus/confine the light, theoretically.
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Figure 4.7 Closely packed triple-sphere setup (snowman).
Reality is often more complex than expected at the first glance, particulary when one has
simple pictures in mind. The first system which we analyze consists of three spheres having
d1 = 80 nm, d2 = 30 nm, and d3 = 10 nm, separated by equal gaps with ∆1 = ∆2 = 5 nm.
The solid curves in Fig. 4.8 display the value of the FE at 6 different locations along the chain
axis. The highest value can be found between the largest and the medium-sized particles
at the surface of the latter (red curve). The magnitude (32 × |Ein|) and spectral position
(λ = 526 nm) is identical to those found in the dimer system (see: d1−∆−d2 : 80−5−30 nm
in Fig. 4.2). Between the medium and smallest spheres the FE is less than 24.
After this disillusioning result for the snowman having two equal gaps, the calculation was
repeated assuming a reduced second gap ∆2 = 2 nm. This reduction indeed follows the idea
proposed by Li et al. [76] of building a self-similar chain. The second gap was scaled according
to ∆2 = κ∆1 with κ = d2/d1 and rounded to 2 nm. The plots of the spectral dependence of
the FE are displayed in the same Fig. 4.8 but marked as dotted lines.
The reduction of the second gap causes the electric field to become strongest in this gap at
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Figure 4.8 Local electric field at a snowman structure having two equal gaps (∆1 = ∆2 =
5 nm - solid curves) as well as for a self-similar arrangement (∆1 = 5 nm, ∆2 = 2 nm - dotted
curves). The colors of the curves and the marked points in the inset indicate the locations
where the FE was determined. The highest field is located between the largest and medium-
sized spheres with a maximum close to the middle sphere in the case ∆1 = ∆2 = 5 nm.
Reducing the second gap to ∆2 = 2 nm results in FE of up to 48 inside the smaller gap. The
inset displays the |E| field at the sphere surfaces and in the xz plane. Successive colors differ
by a factor of 1.2.
the surface of the smallest sphere. The enhancement is roughly 48. Comparison of this value
to the result for the dimer having d1 −∆− d2 = 30− 2− 10 nm (see Fig. 4.3) suggests that
the ”feeding”by the largest sphere produces an additional yield of roughly 2. Or in other
words, the presence of the large 80-nm sphere doubles the local field. The |E| field pattern of
the self-similar arrangement is displayed as an inset in Fig. 4.8. The |E| field at the sphere
surfaces and in the xz plane is plotted in contrast to the previous figures, which show the
field in the xz plane only. Because the field is mostly concentrated inside the gap between
the spheres and not at the outer positions, such a configuration would not be very suitable
as a local probe for scanning near-field optical microscopy, unfortunately. Nevertheless, it
might be a very promising approach for chemical sensing of nanosized volumes and increase
the sensitivity towards single-molecule detection.
The value of the maximum FE of 48 is much smaller than the value of 600-1300 reported
in Ref. [76] for a snowman structure made of silver having κ = 0.3. This large difference
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originates mainly from the much lower internal damping of silver in comparison to gold
leading to a much sharper and stronger SPR. The FE produced by a single silver sphere is
roughly three times higher than the one of a gold particle even in the small-particle limit.
Another difference to the calculation in Ref. [76] is that all the results presented in this chapter
account for retardation, whereas Li et al. used electrostatics and dipolar excitation only.
4.3 Summary: coupled nanoparticles
In conclusion, the coupling of individual surface plasmon resonators by the near-field interac-
tion of the surface charges can be used to create strongly confined and enhanced fields on the
nanometer scale. Focusing the field at the smallest sphere is not realizable with equal sepa-
rations between the particles in a chain of particles having successively decreasing diameters.
A smaller volume causes a reduced polarizability, which has to be compensated by a stronger
near-field interaction - this requires a reduced separation. The scaling may be chosen to be
self-similar but this is not a necessary requirement.
Chapter 5
Tip-sample interaction
In this chapter, the interaction of light with the coupled system consisting of a nanoparticle
that is placed very close to a planar substrate is investigated. The analysis of both a particle
excited at or close by to its SPR frequency and a resonance of the system residing in the
substrate highlights the basic effects resulting from the near-field interaction of the system.
The main emphasis is directed to the impact of this model of the tip-sample interaction on
near-field optical microscopy in the visible and infrared spectral region.
The SPR of nanoparticles and therewith the associated highly confined field can be used to
create an optical source for scanning probe microscopy. These tools open the door to a reso-
lution well below the classical optical diffraction limit. Therefore, the electromagnetic field
distribution in close proximity to an illuminated object plays a key role in scanning near-field
optical microscopy (SNOM) and in novel plasmonic devices. SNOM pushes the resolution in
optical microscopy beyond the diffraction limit by probing the near field rather than record-
simplification
x
z y
Figure 5.1 In a typical scattering-type SNOM the focused laser light is scattered at the apex
of a sharp tip, creating a strong and locally confined optical source. The scattering signature
of such a system is commonly investigated in the limit of an ellipsoid or sphere replacing the
massive tip.
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ing a conventional far-field image. In one specific version of SNOM, known as scattering-type
SNOM (s-SNOM) [6–8, 81], probing is realized by scattering the near field at a sharp di-
electric [81] or metallic [6–8] tip (see Fig. 5.1), or with a metallic nanoparticle [82]. The
particularly attractive feature of this approach is that a strong field enhancement is achieved
at the apex due to both the pointed tip geometry (lightning rod effect) and the excitation of
plasmons in the metal. This technique has been successfully applied to both scanning near-
field infrared spectroscopy [83] and scanning near-field Raman spectroscopy, also known as
tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) [41,42,60,84,85]. The latter method is related to
surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), which makes use of the field enhancement at
rough metal surfaces [3,4]. In contrast to SERS, TERS offers high spatial resolution with well
defined excitation by the highly localized field at the tip. Especially noble-metal nanoparticles
show strong plasmonic resonances in the visible range. This spectrally nonuniform behavior
has to be considered when experimental data obtained with surface- or tip-enhanced tech-
niques such as SERS and TERS, or with techniques that are sensitive to the electric field
strength such as second harmonic generation [86] are interpreted. Beside massive metallic
tips, also dielectric tips and metal-coated aperture-SNOM probes carrying a small metallic
particle have been investigated recently, see [82, 87, 88] and [89, 90], respectively. Such an
arrangement features a stronger surface plasmon resonance compared to solid metal tips as
well as increased field enhancement [91] and resolution.
One question remaining is: How does the sample influence the response of the tip or single
particle and, hence, the observable signal. One of the simplest and historically first approaches
was again the application of the quasi-electrostatic dipole model [18], which can account
for the tip-sample interaction by assuming an effective polarizability αeff rather than the
polarizability α of a pure particle. In the vicinity of an interface, the dipole field generated by
the particle is reflected and reinteracts with the sphere. In the quasi-electrostatic approach,
the whole polarizable particle is replaced by the corresponding dipole located at the center of
the particle and the coupled system is described by the superposition of this original dipole
field and the field from its image dipole located in the substrate. The latter changes the local
field at the position of the particle dipole, thereby modifying its dipole moment. The total
field radiated to the far-field can be attributed to the total dipole moment made up of the
particle and its image charge distribution. The result can conveniently be written in terms of
αeff connecting the total dipole moment of the probe-sample system to the exciting field Ein.
The effective polarizability tensor αeff is diagonal in the principal axis system for particles
being rotational symmetric perpendicular to the interface. The tensor elements normal and
parallel to the interface are:
αeff,zz =
α(1 + β)
1− αβ
16pih3
= αeff,z, αeff,xx =
α(1− β)
1− αβ
32pih3
= αeff,x, (5.1)
where h = ∆ + a indicates the distance between the point dipole (at the center of the
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particle) and the interface. The latter is characterized by its surface response function
β = (ε− 1)/(ε+ 1), which has a pole for ε = −1. The total scattered power Ptot is pro-
portional to the square modulus of the total dipole moment times the fourth power of the
frequency ω (Rayleigh scattering) [19]:
Ptot ∝ ω4{|αeff,xEx|2 + |αeff,zEz|2}. (5.2)
This short excursion into the analytical dipole model highlights the underlying mechanism.
A resonance of the scattered power corresponds to a large value of αeff . In the limit of large
heights between the probe dipole and the sample, this happens when α has a resonance, and
therefore the scattering signature is dominated by the probe itself. However, in the case of
very small separations, the denominator of Eq. (5.1) might vanish. Analogously, that is as-
sociated with a resonance of αeff , which strongly depends on the sample under investigation.
Especially samples having ε < 0 might respond resonantly when the probe is placed nearby,
even in the case when neither the probe nor the sample shows a resonance when illuminated
separately. But when the probe is placed close to the sample, the strong near-field interaction
may lead to an excitation of localized surface states which are not addressable by a direct
sample illumination from the far field.
The discussion in this chapter begins with the case of resonant probes and concerns both
the near- as well as the far-field signature. Later, the second case in which the resonance
originates from the tip-sample interaction is investigated in the mid-infrared spectral region,
where the surface states arise from localized surface phonon polaritons.
5.1 Resonant probes - silver ellipsoid in the vicinity of a glass
interface
Much analytical/numerical work has been devoted to the interaction of propagating waves
with a probe at or close to its SPR, mostly in the context of s-SNOM and SERS/TERS [91–98].
We simplify the case that a resonant probe is placed in very close proximity to a substrate by
replacing the tip by a small ellipsoid of revolution placed in the evanescent field above a glass
prism as displayed in Fig. 3.4. Most of the theoretical results presented so far either neglect
the role of the sample surface or the strong variations of the dielectric properties of realistic
materials in the optical range, or use two-dimensional models for treating a three-dimensional
setup. Despite the fact that scattering of evanescent waves is essential to near-field optical
experiments [40, 42, 99, 100], only little theoretical work has so far included an analysis of
the near field. In the framework of scattering of evanescent waves, the authors have mostly
calculated the far-field properties (extinction and scattering cross sections) of a sphere close
to a planar surface, using different methods. For example, Fukuzawa et al. used point
matching [101], Chaumet et al. used the coupled-dipole approximation, and Girard et al.
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investigated the role of the electric versus magnetic field using Green’s dyadic technique [102].
Quinten/Wannemacher et al. [103,104] found an excellent agreement of the MMP results with
an analytical extension of Mie’s theory [39], which was presented by Chew et al. [105] and
later corrected by Liu et al. [106].
The investigation for a free ellipsoid placed in the evanescent field was already presented in
Sec. 3.3, however without accounting for the role of the interface. In the case that the particle
is placed in the evanescent field above a glass surface, the particle senses the evanescent field
by getting polarized. This oscillating polarization results in a scattering of light into both
half-spaces, a process commonly known as attenuated total internal reflection (ATR). The
waves reradiated by the particle are reflected and refracted at the interface. In the theoret-
ical analysis this modification of the electromagnetic field is accounted for by satisfying the
boundary conditions at the interface. For the investigations of both the optical near and far
fields, again the setup displayed in Fig. 3.4 and in the inset of Fig. 5.2 was used with an
ellipsoid having an axis ratio of 100 nm : 30 nm.
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Figure 5.2 Electric field amplitude at the front apex for different separations ∆ between the
ellipsoid and the glass surface. The presence of the glass leads to a slight redshift of the main
resonance for smaller separations. A spline interpolation was used between the calculated
points (marked by the symbols).
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5.1.1 Near-field behavior
The presence of the glass interface changes the boundary conditions of the electromagnetic
problem. This is accompanied by a modified polarization of the particle and by surface charge
distributions at the surface which modify the near field and the scattered light. To illustrate
the influence of the interface, the MMP results for different tip-sample separations ∆ for
the 100-nm-long particle are plotted in Fig. 5.2. The spectral response at ∆ = 100 nm is
identical to the case without any interface (see Fig. 3.5) with respect to both the position
and shape of the spectral features. For smaller separations ∆ of 1, 5, or 20 nm, the particle
is subjected to a stronger field. Accordingly, the electric field strength at the front end of
the ellipsoid increases in amplitude. Beside this, the influence of the glass boundary becomes
more obvious, showing up as a redshift of the main resonance by approximately 15 nm to
575 nm for a separation of ∆ = 5 nm, and more than 25 nm to 585 nm for ∆ = 1 nm. A
modification of the higher-order mode around 413 nm is hardly visible.
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Figure 5.3 Field enhancement near a 100-nm-long ellipsoid placed 5 nm above the glass
interface. At the dipole resonance, the interaction with the glass results in different amplitudes
at the front and rear ends of the particle, whereas it becomes uniformly polarized without the
glass surface. The inset shows the |E| field at the surface of the particle and at the substrate
at the SPR (λ = 575 nm). The large |E| field underneath the ellipsoid at the substrate is
highly confined laterally.
The field enhancement, defined in an analogous way as in Fig. 3.5, is displayed in Fig. 5.3. In
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contrast to Fig. 3.5, the interaction with the glass surface causes the enhancement to become
different at the front and rear ends of the particle. Fig. 5.3 clearly shows that the main
resonance occurs at the same wavelength at the two ends of the ellipsoid. The higher value of
the enhancement factor of approximately 90 in the presence of the interface compared to 60 in
the case without any interface (see Fig. 3.5) is understandable within the quasi-electrostatic
picture: The polarized particle near the interface induces a mirror dipole whose field acts back
on the particle. Thereby, the effective polarizability is increased. The difference between the
front and rear end, which was not observed without the interface (Fig. 3.5), arises due to the
different distances of the points on both sides of the particle to the image dipole and due to
retardation effects. The retro-acting reflected field falls off more rapidly and is more strongly
phase-shifted at points farther away from the interface, leading to a lower total field at the
rear end.
This enhancement due to the reflected field and the shift of the resonance are the main two
differences compared to the case without any glass surface. These changes are rather small
but become significantly larger for non-dielectric substrates [92].
5.1.2 Far-field behavior
The near-field behavior is strongly related to the local properties, such as the local radius of
curvature. The electromagnetic field in the vicinity of the particle is the superposition of all
local contributions and, hence, it contains strong evanescent parts besides the propagating
modes. At larger distances, several wavelengths away, these rapidly decaying fields become
vanishingly small and only the propagating modes are detectable with conventional far-field
optics [107]. The question arises to what extent such far-field measurements also reflect the
near-field properties. To answer this question, the intensity scattered to the far field by an
ellipsoid having a length of 100 nm and a width of 30 nm located 5 nm above the interface
was calculated. The investigated setup shown in Fig. 5.4 assumes the detector to cover the
full acceptance angle of 2× 40.5◦ (numerical aperture NA = 0.65) in the upper vacuum half-
space. The power impinging on the detector is displayed in Fig. 5.5. The calculation was
performed for three different detector positions in the interface plane covering the backward,
forward, and sideward directions, by integrating the Poynting vector over the detector area. In
order to take only the power radiated to the vacuum half-space into account, the integration
was restricted to that half of the detector area lying above the interface. For the sake of
comparability, the corresponding power for the same ellipsoid not sensing the interface is also
plotted in Fig. 5.5. The highest power is detected at the dipole resonance at 575 nm for the
case with the glass surface, or at 550 nm without the boundary. The detectable power at the
dipole resonance decreases when the particle is placed close to the surface. Furthermore, the
small maximum around 413 nm, which was clearly visible in the |E| plot in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3,
does not give rise to any clear feature in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.4 The optical power scattered by the ellipsoid into the far field, impinging on
a detector with a numerical aperture NA = 0.65, is investigated for the backward, forward,
and sideward directions in the vacuum region. Similarly, the power scattered into the glass
substrate was calculated for different NA’s. The disc indicates the area plotted in the inset in
Fig. 5.6.
This different behavior can be understood from basic scattering theory (see e.g. [108, pp.
729]). The far-field signature of a particle is related to the polarization at all points in the
particle. Hence, for modes that exhibit a uniform polarization over the whole particle, such
as dipole modes, the scattered far-field intensity is maximized. For higher-order modes the
inhomogeneous polarization across the particle leads to a partial cancellation of the radiated
field due to dephasing effects.
The curves calculated for the three different detector positions indicate only minor differences.
Only for shorter wavelengths, the detected power differs significantly between forward and
backward scattering. The power radiated into the forward direction is considerably larger in
the spectral range between 340 and 400 nm. The power radiated to a detector positioned
sideways lies between the forward and backward signals.
Finally, it is worthwhile looking at the signal intensity scattered into the glass half-space.
This corresponds to a very common setup where the photons are collected in the far field
by means of a microscope objective. For this investigation, we use the configuration in
Fig. 5.4 and calculated the scattered power for different acceptance angles corresponding to
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Figure 5.5 The far-field power impinging on a detector positioned at 3 different locations
for a 100-nm-long Ag ellipsoid ∆ = 5 nm above a glass surface, as well as for the same
particle without any interface. The most efficient scattering corresponds to the highest field
enhancement at the main SP resonance, whereas the resonance at 413 nm is barely visible.
microscope objectives with NA = 0.65, 1.0, and 1.4. Fig. 5.6 displays the corresponding
spectral dependence. At the dipole resonance around 575 nm, as expected, all curves show
a maximum in the detected power, but differ in magnitude by more than a factor of 25.
The insets in Fig. 5.6 show the angular dependence of the scattered power on a glass half
sphere for the largest NA investigated here. The magnitude measured at the sphere surface
is projected onto the xy plane. This exactly corresponds to the discs in Fig. 5.4 where
larger radii represent larger acceptance angles. As seen from the insets the maximal power
is scattered around the critical angle (NA = 1). Note that the measured power decreases
again in the forbidden-light [109,110] regime for angles much larger than NA = 1. Therefore,
the experimental sensitivity may be improved by collecting photons from the angular range
around the critical angle as shown experimentally by Hecht et al. [111].
The higher-order mode around 420 nm, which was visible as a small shoulder in Fig. 5.5, is too
tiny to be seen in Fig 5.6. If the power radiated into the smallest angular section (NA = 0.65)
is detected, a second small maximum is seen around 347 nm. That peak corresponds to the
dipole mode of the ellipsoidal particle having a polarization parallel to the glass interface.
Such modes do not lead to a concentration of the electrical field at the particle apex, but
rather radiate predominately normal to the interface.
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Figure 5.6 The far-field power radiated by a 100-nm-long Ag ellipsoid with ∆ = 5 nm,
as collected with a detector inside the glass half-space covering different numerical aperture
ranges. The insets show the angular dependence of the scattered light at 575 nm and 347 nm
projected on a plane. The dotted circles indicate the portions collected by objectives with
NA = 0.65 (magenta circle), NA = 1 (cyan circle), and NA = 1.4 for the whole area. Most
of the energy is scattered at angles around and larger than the critical one.
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5.2 Resonant substrates - platinum probe close to SiC
In the ongoing intense discussion on nanooptics, much attention is devoted to surface plasmon
polaritons as a source of resonant field enhancement in the optical near field of metallic films
and nanostructures [10, 48, 112]. Such resonances occur under the condition that the real
part of the dielectric constant ε takes an appropriate negative value. This is fulfilled in
metals because of the free conduction electrons, and the resulting resonances of noble-metal
nanoparticles mostly appear in the visible portion of the spectrum. It is much less known
that surface plasmon polaritons have a counterpart in the infrared (IR) spectral region for
some polar materials, caused by optical-phonon resonances. Here, Re[ε] is negative in the so-
called reststrahlen band between the transverse (TO) and longitudinal (LO) optical-phonon
frequencies, which gives rise to the existence of so called surface phonon polaritons (SPhPs).
SPhPs offer attractive prospects for IR near-field optics. Their damping as characterized by
Im[ε] can be much weaker than for plasmons. The pronounced sharpness of the resonance
opens the door to interesting applications in, for example, high-sensitivity sensorics, and
various novel phonon-photonic devices have been conceived [113]. Furthermore, the influence
of SPhPs on the near field of thermal emission was discussed in a theoretical paper [107].
Recently, Hillenbrand et al. used a s-SNOM to study the scattering of infrared light at the
metal-coated tip of an atomic force microscope in close proximity to a phonon-active silicon
carbide (SiC) surface [115]. To single out the scattering caused by the near-field interaction
between the tip and the sample, the distance was modulated and the resulting oscillation of
the scattered field amplitude was demodulated at the second-harmonic frequency of the tip
vibration. A typical result of such a s-SNOM measurement is displayed in the inset of Fig. 5.7
for two different wavenumbers. The observed signal contrast exhibited a clear resonance at
wavenumbers around 930 cm−1, indicating the excitation of a SPhP at the SiC surface via
the near-field of the illuminated tip. The experiment provided evidence that IR spectroscopy
with superb spatial resolution ∆x < λ/100 is possible.
The experimentally observed spectral response was in fair agreement with the simple dipole
model of s-SNOM developed by Knoll and Keilmann [116]. This model describes the apex of
the tip as a small polarizable sphere and uses electrostatics for calculating the modification
of its dipole field caused by reflection at the sample surface (see Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2)). The
model is appealing by its simple analytical treatment, but a number of approximations made
can be expected to limit its validity. Due to the near-field interaction with the sample, the
probe is expected to acquire higher multipole moments not taken into account in the dipole
model. Furthermore, the quasi-electrostatic treatment neglects all retardation effects. Finally,
the reduction of the tip to a sphere represents a very crude approximation to the true tip
geometry.
Earlier research on such sphere-plane structures has been carried out by P. K. Aravind and
H. Metiu [92,117] and R. Ruppin [118,119], who solved the nonretarded electrostatic problem
analytically.
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Figure 5.7 (top) Experimental s-SNOM measurement of the tip-induced optical phonon
polariton resonance at two different locations on the SiC sample. The large contrast in the
infrared spectrum arises because of the excitation and scattering of localized surface phonon
polaritons (SPhPs) by the tip. The s-SNOM measurement insets display (a) the topography
of the SiC island surrounded by gold and the optical contrast near the resonance (b), and at
higher frequencies (c). (bottom) The reflectance spectra of a SiC and gold substrate reflect the
fact that the SPhPs cannot be excited by plane waves because of the momentum mismatch.
(s-SNOM pictures and measured data reproduced with kind permission of R. Hillenbrand [113,
114])
In this section, the validity of the quasi-electrostatic dipole model is analyzed by comparing
its predictions with the results of a fully electrodynamic three-dimensional simulation of a
situation which comes close to the experimental arrangement of Ref. [115]. But before looking
at the complex tip-sample system, it is worth to study the properties of a planar SiC interface.
5.2.1 Optical properties of SiC
The dielectric function of SiC in the interesting spectral region around 900 cm−1 is domi-
nated by resonant phonon modes and may to a good approximation be described by a single
Lorentzian-shaped resonance [120]:
εSiC(ν) = 6.49 +
3.23
1− ( νν0 )2 − i
γν
ν20
(5.3)
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with the wavenumber ν = 1λ , ν0 = 788 cm
−1 and γ = 6.8 cm−1. Illumination is assumed to
happen by a p-polarized plane wave incident at an angle θ. Hence, the light will be partially
reflected with a reflection coefficient r‖ simply given by Fresnel’s formula:
r‖(εi, εSiC, θ) =
εSiC cos θ −
√
εiεSiC − ε2i sin2 θ
εSiC cos θ +
√
εiεSiC − ε2i sin2 θ
, (5.4)
with εi being the dielectric constant of the surrounding medium (εi = 1 in the following). The
spectral reflectance |r|2 is plotted in the bottom graph in Fig. 5.7 for θ = 45◦. SiC is highly
reflective between ν0 = 780 cm−1 and ν0 = 960 cm−1 and the resonance in the s-SNOM signal
has no equivalent in the reflectance spectrum of a planar interface.
The electric fields above the SiC are worth being examined more closely: The superposition
of the incident electric field Ein and the field Er reflected off the sample surface constitutes
the exciting field E = (Ex, Ey, Ez) to which the probe particle is subjected. Ein and Er are
given by:
Ein = E0
 cos θ0
sin θ
 ei(kxx+kzz)e−iωt, (5.5)
Er = r‖E0
 − cos θ0
sin θ
 ei(kxx−kzz)e−iωt, (5.6)
where E0 is the incident amplitude, and r‖ denotes the Fresnel reflection coefficient for p po-
larization defined by Eq. (5.4).
Figure 5.8 shows the electric-field components |Ez| and |Ex| above the interface as a function
of incident angle θ and wavenumber ν. Re[εSiC] is large and negative like in a metal in the
frequency region between 800 cm−1 and 900 cm−1, and hence the electric field is essentially
normal to the interface. For small incident angles θ, however, |Ez| decreases due to the sin θ
term in Ein. Conversely, around ν = 964 cm−1, where Re[εSiC] passes through zero, the
parallel component |Ex| dominates (for εSiC = 0 the continuity of the normal component of
the dielectric displacement at the interface requires Ez = 0). Figure 5.8 clearly shows that
the dielectric response of the substrate gives rise to a strong frequency dependence of both
the strength and ratio of the field components normal and parallel to the interface in the
investigated frequency regime. The value of θ is set to 45◦ in the following investigation.
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Figure 5.8 The temporally averaged electric field components |Ez| normal and |Ex| parallel
to the SiC interface plotted as a function of incident angle θ and wavenumber ν. The gray
scale ranges from 0 (black) to 1.5×|E0| (bright). The upper graphs display the dielectric
function of SiC. The pronounced variation of εSiC(ν) is caused by a phonon resonance. Re[ε]
is negative in the reststrahlen band between the transverse and longitudinal optical-phonon
frequencies indicated by TO and LO, respectively. This leads to the clear spectral dependence
of |Ez| and |Ex| as seen in the gray-scale maps.
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5.2.2 Contrast in the quasi-electrostatic dipole model
The quasi-electrostatic theory [18] presented at the very beginning of this chapter is applied
now to the model scheme displayed in Fig. 5.9. The complex scattering tip is replaced by
x
z
SiC
ki
Ei
vacuum
45° 
Pt
∆ 
Figure 5.9 Schematic of the model used for describing the near-field interaction between
a metallic probe and a phonon-active sample.
simple sphere made of platinum. Assuming a frequency-independent dielectric constant of
the probe with a value applying to Pt around 900 cm−1, εPt = −1249 + 727i simplifies the
interpretation of the results. Within the quasi-electrostatic picture, the polarizable sphere is
described by a single dipole located at its center. The dipole moment of a sphere having a
radius a is determined by its polarizability α:
α = 4pia3
εPt − εi
εPt + 2εi
. (5.7)
In the vicinity of an interface, the dipole field generated by the sphere is reflected and rein-
teracts with the sphere. The result can conveniently be written in terms of an effective
polarizability αeff given by Eq. (5.1). The computation of the total scattered power Ptot
(Eq. (5.2)) also requires the electric field:
E = Ein +Er (5.8)
above the interface at the position of the dipole. To facilitate an easy comparison with
experiments, the power PSiC scattered by the Pt probe above the SiC substrate is normalized
to the power PAu scattered when SiC is replaced by gold with εAu = −5000 + 1000i. This
material contrast V defined as
V =
PSiC
PAu
(5.9)
can easily be determined and is not distorted by the ν4 dependence of the total scattered
power in the Rayleigh limit.
Figure 5.10 displays the spectral dependence of V as obtained from the quasi-electrostatic
theory for a Pt sphere with radius a = 20 nm. At large separation ∆ = 20 nm, the curve is
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Figure 5.10 Power scattered by a spherical Pt probe above a SiC surface, normalized
to the power obtained for a Au substrate. For large separation (∆ = 20 nm), scattering is
strongest around 942 cm−1 corresponding to Re[εSiC] ≈ −1. When the probe is moved toward
the sample, this maximum broadens and shifts to 939 cm−1 (∆ = 5 nm), and finally splits
into two peaks at 933 cm−1 and 938 cm−1 (∆ = 1 nm). The dotted curve was calculated for
a purely vertical exciting field and exhibits a single maximum at 933 cm−1.
dominated by the pole of β, which leads to a maximum of the effective polarizability close to
942 cm−1, where Re[εSiC] ≈ −1. At smaller distances, the near-field interaction between probe
and sample, as represented by the denominators of αeff,z and αeff,x in Eq. (5.1), becomes more
important. Consequently, the maximum shifts differently for the two field components paral-
lel and normal to the interface. As a result, the maximum broadens and shifts to 939 cm−1
for ∆ = 5 nm. Finally, close to contact at ∆ = 1 nm, the peak splits into two separate modes.
The different origin of the two maxima becomes clear when Ex is set to zero in the calculation
of V . Then, only the more pronounced maximum at 933 cm−1 remains (see dotted curve in
Fig. 5.10). Hence, this resonance, which is shifted to a frequency for which Re[εSiC] ≈ −1.5, is
excited by the normal field component, whereas the less shifted peak at 938 cm−1 originates
from the parallel component. Around 964 cm−1, the suppression of Ex leads to a deep mini-
mum of V , caused by an almost complete vanishing of Ez in this frequency range (see Fig. 5.8).
In the following, the two modes are referred as the normal and the parallel mode, respectively.
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5.2.3 Scattering signature of a sphere
The electrodynamic problem for the same system was solved using MMP in order to check
the results of the quasi-electrostatic description and to highlight its main deficiencies.
Again, we start the discussion by considering the situation for a fairly large separation
ε = -98 + i30SiC-1 ν = 800 cm
ε = -1.1 + i0.2SiC-1 ν = 940 cm -1 ν = 960 cm
|E|
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20 nm
vacuum
SiC
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Figure 5.11 Electric field amplitude |E| around a Pt sphere 20 nm above a SiC surface at
four different frequencies. The spectral dependence of the sphere polarization mainly follows
the frequency dependence of the exciting field (see Fig. 5.8). The metal-like behavior of the
substrate at 800 cm−1 results in a polarization normal to the interface. The parallel component
dominates at higher frequencies. Around 940 cm−1 (Re[εSiC] ≈ −1) localized surface waves
are excited. Bright colors correspond to high |E|.
∆ = 20 nm between the spherical Pt scatterer and the SiC surface. Figure 5.11 displays
the electric-field distribution |E| surrounding the sphere for various frequencies ν. Around
800 cm−1 the SiC substrate behaves metal-like. Therefore, the electric field above the sample
is dominated by the normal component (see Fig. 5.8) resulting in a polarization of the sphere
along the z axis. For higher ν (less metallic behavior) this situation changes. Near 910 cm−1
|Ez| and |Ex| are comparable in size and phase-shifted by ≈ pi/2 with respect to each other,
so that they produce an almost circularly polarized electric field leading to a rotating dipole
in the sphere. Therefore, |E| is almost uniform along the circumference of the sphere in the
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xz plane. Around 940 cm−1 (Re[εSiC] ≈ −1), the excitation of SPhPs becomes resonant. For
large k values in the surface plane the SPhP dispersion relation asymptotically approaches
the frequency for which Re[εSiC] = −1. Therefore, close to this frequency a localized SPhP
wave-packet made up of essentially standing waves with short wavelengths can be excited.
The necessary large k vectors are provided by the near field of the polarized sphere. Due to
momentum conservation, this process is forbidden if the scatterer is absent. This excitation
leads to a pronounced field distortion with a strong field near the sample surface. Beyond this
surface resonance, at 960 cm−1, the sphere becomes polarized along the x axis, in accordance
with the electric field being essentially parallel to the interface as illustrated in Fig. 5.8.
In summary, the interaction between the sphere and the SiC substrate is rather weak if
they are separated by some ten nanometers. The probe polarization is more or less directly
determined by the exciting field above the sample given by Eq. (5.8). This picture changes
only when excitation of SPhPs becomes possible, which leads to an appreciable probe-sample
interaction. Such near-field properties are important for all processes that are sensitive to
the local electric field such as Raman scattering and surface-enhanced infrared absorption
(SEIRA) [121]. In the context of surface-enhanced spectroscopy, the excitation of the surface
polariton via a conducting sphere was also considered in an earlier work by Aravind and Metiu,
who introduced the name ”gap mode”for the resulting resonance of the coupled system [117].
To compare our numerical findings with the dipole model, the normalized ratio V , which
reflects the signature to be expected in a s-SNOM experiment where the radiated power is
detected in the far field was calculated. Figure 5.12 depicts the spectral dependence of V as
derived from the numerically calculated far-field distribution for different separations ∆. This
plot may be directly compared with the results of the dipole model displayed in Fig. 5.10.
Due to excitation of surface waves and their scattering by the sphere, the spectrum exhibits
a maximum around 940 cm−1 for ∆ = 20 nm. Moving the scatterer closer to the interface
shifts this resonance to 932 cm−1 for ∆ = 5 nm. At an even smaller distance of ∆ = 1 nm
the maximum splits into two clearly separated peaks at 910 cm−1 and 932 cm−1.
There is a satisfactory overall agreement between the results of the accurate numerical model
and the predictions of the quasi-electrostatic dipole model. The latter reproduces the SPhP
resonance in a qualitatively correct way. However, there are clear quantitative discrepancies
for small probe-sample separations in the spectral region of the resonance. For ∆ = 1 nm
the splitting and shift of the two modes as well as their enhancement are much less pro-
nounced in the dipole model (splitting ∆ν ≈ 5 cm−1, see Fig. 5.10) than in the MMP results
(∆ν ≈ 22 cm−1, Fig. 5.12). Furthermore, V is three times smaller at 910 cm−1 than at
932 cm−1 according to the numerical treatment, whereas the dipole model predicts the lower-
frequency normal mode to be the stronger one.
The inspection of the electric-field distribution at the maxima provides some insight into the
nature of the two resonant modes (Fig. 5.13). As seen in the snapshots depicted in the lower
part of the figure, the electric field directly underneath the probe points predominantly along
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Figure 5.12 Power scattered by a spherical Pt probe above SiC, normalized to the power
obtained with a Au substrate. For large ∆ = 20 nm, the scattering is resonantly enhanced
near 940 cm−1 corresponding to Re[εSiC] ≈ −1.1. At smaller distances, this maximum shifts
to 932 cm−1 for ∆ = 5 nm, and additionally splits into two peaks at 910 cm−1 and 932 cm−1
for ∆ = 1 nm.
the z direction in case of the normal mode (910 cm−1), in accordance with the vertically
oriented dipole moment of the sphere . The parallel mode, on the other hand, shows a more
complicated field pattern. To accommodate the horizontal dipole moment of the sphere, the
field has to reverse its direction over a very short distance along the x axis. This corresponds
to excitation of surface waves with very high k vectors, which explains why this mode is
higher in frequency (932 cm−1).
To conclude this section, one should remember that reduction of the scattering sphere to
a simple point dipole at the center of the sphere, as assumed by the dipole model, is a
rather crude approximation for small separations, especially close to the substrate-induced
resonance. At this point, a closer look at the physics/electrodynamics is advisable. The mirror
dipole used in the quasi-electrostatic model is only a mathematical aid to fulfill the boundary
conditions. The mirror dipole simply ”creates”the surface charge density distribution ρ at
the SiC/vacuum interface necessary to meet the continuity of the normal component of the
dielectric displacement at the boundary. Analogously, the polarization of the sphere originates
from surface charges distributed all over the particle rather than from a dipolar source at the
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Figure 5.13 (a), (b) Electric-field amplitude |E| around a Pt sphere 1 nm above the
interface. The data are displayed on a logarithmic color scale with successive hues differing by
a factor of two. The electric-field patterns in (c), (d) (reflecting one specific moment in time)
reveal the different field directions for the two resonances. At 910 cm−1 the field underneath
the tip is more or less uniformly oriented along the z direction, whereas at 932 cm−1 the field
reverses its direction from −z to +z across a short distance along the x axis.
center. The local value of ρ may be obtained from the discontinuity of the normal component
of the electric field at the interface:
ρ
ε0
= n(EPt −E), (5.10)
where E and EPt denote the fields outside and inside the sphere.
Figure 5.14 illustrates the variation of the surface charge density on a Pt sphere placed as
close as 1 nm above the SiC surface. The geometrical center (indicated by the dotted white
lines) does not coincide with the center of charges anymore. Most of the surface charges are
located at the lower ”end”of the sphere pointing to the substrate. The field produced by the
charges strongly interacts with the SiC substrate by inducing surface charges at this interface
which in turn reinteract with the sphere and so on.
However, the validity of the dipole approximation can in fact be restored to some extent
if the position of the dipole is shifted from the center of the sphere towards the interface.
This effective displacement becomes increasingly pronounced with decreasing separation ∆
between sphere and interface. For example, at ∆ = 1 nm, a shift of the dipole by 4.3 nm
makes the resonances predicted by the analytical model coincide within ∼ 1 cm−1 with those
found numerically. However, the amplitude ratio of the two peaks is still not reproduced
correctly. This confirms that also higher-order multipoles have to be taken into account in a
refined model, as pointed out by Porto et al. [98].
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Figure 5.14 The strongly interacting surface charges on the planar SiC/vacuum and the
curved vacuum/platinum interfaces cause a displacement of the center of charges from the
geometrical center.
For a separation between the particle and the interface of some ten nanometers the reso-
nance is centered around the frequency where Re[εSiC] ≈ −1. For smaller separations the
near-field interaction arising from the stronger coupling between the polarized sphere and
the SPhPs causes a shift toward more negative ε values. Finally, below a distance of 5 nm,
the resonance splits into two modes coupling to different field components. This behavior is
reproduced qualitatively also by the quasi-electrostatic dipole model which, however, under-
estimates both the spectral shift and splitting, and also provides the wrong intensity ratio
of the two modes. Off resonance, the quasi-electrostatic and the numerical model produce
nearly identical results.
The main weakness of the analytical model is not the electrostatic approximation, which is ac-
tually well fulfilled in the wavelength regime under consideration. It is rather the replacement
of the scatterer by a point dipole at its center that becomes invalid at small distances. Then,
the dipole is effectively displaced from the center of the probe and, additionally, higher-order
multipoles begin to play a role. In fact, the experimental data in [115, 122] confirm that the
shift is stronger than predicted by the dipole model. With an effective reduction of the dis-
tance of the probe dipole from the surface, the stronger shift of the resonance can, however,
still essentially be understood within the dipole model. The pronounced dependence of the
resonant frequency on the distance at small separations has a clear impact on experiments
in which the distance is modulated. To take most advantage of the SPhP resonance and to
achieve the highest spatial resolution, one should choose the wavelength such that it fits the
resonance at the inner turning point of the probe vibration.
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5.2.4 Scattering signature of an ellipsoid
Modelling the s-SNOM probe by a sphere represents the simplest approach only and may
be too far from the real experiment, in which probing is realized by scattering the near
field at a sharp metallic tip [6–8]. Such a probe is highly anisotropic with respect to its
polarizability parallel and normal to the sample surface. To investigate the influence of the
probe geometry on the spectral response, we replaced the sphere by a prolate Pt ellipsoid
having a length and width of 100 nm and 30 nm, respectively. The larger volume of the
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Figure 5.15 (a) Scattered power for a 100-nm-long and 30-nm-wide ellipsoidal Pt probe
above SiC, normalized to a Au substrate. The spectra show a similar splitting of the resonance
for small separations like in the case of a spherical probe (Fig. 5.12), however with a slightly
smaller shift of the maxima to 917 cm−1 and 935 cm−1 for ∆ = 1 nm, and to 935 cm−1 for
∆ = 5 nm. (b) Electric-field enhancement at the lower end of the ellipsoidal probe above a
resonant SiC substrate (solid curves) compared with the behavior of the same particle above a
nonresonant Au substrate (dotted lines).
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ellipsoid results in a larger scattered power in absolute numbers, but again the consideration
of the relative contrast V versus a gold sample (see Fig. 5.15 (a)) is preferred. If the ellipsoid
and the substrate are separated by ∆ = 20 nm, the resonance is centered around 937 cm−1.
Getting closer to ∆ = 5 nm shifts the resonance toward 935 cm−1, while for ∆ = 1 nm the
modes appear separated at 917 cm−1 and 935 cm−1. Because of the higher polarizability
along the long axis (see Sec. 3.3), the resonance peak at 917 cm−1 (normal mode) is now
the more pronounced one with an amplitude twice as high as the maximum at 935 cm−1
(parallel mode). The normal mode is significantly less frequency-shifted than for a spherical
probe. This can be attributed to a larger effective distance between the sample and the probe
dipole for the elongated ellipsoid as compared to the sphere. In the frequency range above
the resonance, where Ez becomes small and the field is dominated by Ex (see. Fig. 5.8), the
smaller polarizability along the short axis leads to a minimum of V , which was not present in
the previously considered case of a sphere unless Ex was artificially set to zero (see Fig. 5.10).
We can easily treat the interaction between the ellipsoid and the substrate in the quasi-
electrostatic model by replacing the isotropic polarizability α in Eq. (5.1) by the polarizability
along the corresponding semiaxis as given by Eq. (3.2). The outcome of this calculation
strongly differs from the MMP results plotted in Fig. 5.15. The resonance of the parallel mode
is much weaker than for the normal mode, because of the strongly decreased polarizability
along the short axis compared to that along the long axis (nearly a factor of 40). Therefore,
the parallel mode is nearly completely suppressed in the quasi-electrostatic model, whereas
the more accurate MMP modelling reveals a much stronger contribution of this mode. This
behavior reflects the fact, that the resonance originates in the near-field interaction of the
surface charges between the probe and the sample, which is dominated by those parts of the
probe being closest to the sample. In contrast, surface charges located at the rear end of the
probe contribute much less. The last statements are underpinned by a recomputation of an
arrangement having a further increased aspect ratio of the probe. This was done by inserting
a 250 nm long cylinder having a diameter of 30 nm between the upper and lower halves of
the ellipsoid. The system (data not shown) still shows a pronounced resonance of the parallel
mode (being comparable to the normal mode) but drastically different polarizabilities along
the axes of this prolate particle.
Finally before closing this paragraph, we take a closer look at the enhancement of the electric
field strength at the very end of the ellipsoid, representing the tip apex. Figure 5.15(b) displays
the field enhancement |ESiC|/|E0| with respect to the incident field. If, for comparison, the
SiC sample is replaced by Au, the field enhancement takes on the values indicated by dotted
lines. For the latter system, consisting of two nonresonant materials (Au substrate and Pt
probe), |E| increases by a factor of 1.5 when the distance ∆ is reduced from 20 nm to 5 nm,
and by another factor of 2.8 upon further reduction of ∆ to 1 nm. The resonance produced
by the SiC surface leads to a further enhancement that is higher by as much as a factor of
8.4 for the smallest separation. This increased electric field very close to the interface may be
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used to gain sensitivity and lateral resolution, e.g., in surface enhanced infrared absorption
(SEIRA) [121] measurements. For larger separations, the factor in favor of SiC drops to 2.9
at ∆ = 5 nm and to <1 at ∆ = 20 nm. The reason for this behavior is that at larger
distances ∆ the favorable influence of the surface resonance in SiC becomes weaker. Under
these circumstances, the resulting field turns out to be stronger for a gold sample, simply
because of the higher reflectivity of the metal surface.
In summary, the shape of the probe has a clear influence on the spectral dependence of the
scattering. However, as the resonance originates from the sample, this influence is not as
dramatic as it would be if the resonance had its origin in the polarizability of the probe. In
this latter case of a particle polariton, frequently considered in the literature as a means of
enhancing the scattering, the probe geometry is one of the key parameters determining the
resonant frequency. In real experiments, the shape of the probe is often rather ill defined,
which makes it difficult to fulfill the resonance condition of such a probe polariton in a repro-
ducible way. A resonance residing in the sample, as treated in the present section, offers the
advantage of being much more robust versus variations of the geometry and material compo-
sition of the probe. Furthermore, the analytical model treats the probe as a sphere, far from
the real shape of s-SNOM probes. The MMP results obtained for an ellipsoidal scatterer show
that variation of the probe geometry leaves the coarse signature of the resonance unchanged
but has a clear influence on the details of the spectral response. In particular, a vertically
elongated probe tends to favor the resonant mode related to the normal field component.
Note that considering the contrast versus a gold sample suppresses the overall ν4 frequency
dependence of the scattered power, thereby emphasizing the spectral features arising from the
tip-sample interaction. Therefore, the main trends should remain valid also for probes with
a more realistic conical shape, even though such a geometry leads to a much weaker overall
frequency dependence [123].
5.2.5 Comparison to experiments - influence of the demodulation
The material contrast displayed in Fig. 5.10, Fig. 5.12, and Fig. 5.15 was calculated for a
fixed separation ∆, whereas the experimental data shown in the top graph in Fig. 5.7 were
recorded using an AFM tip that vibrated normal to the interface at its mechanical resonance
frequency ωres:
htip(t) = h0 +A cos(ωrest), (5.11)
with an oscillation amplitude A typically in the order of some tens of nanometers. The
back-scattered light was detected interferometrically and demodulated at 2·ωres in order to
discriminate the background from the near-field signal. Hence, the second Fourier component
of the scattered electric field has to be taken in the models for an oscillating probe with htip(t).
This analysis would require the computation at all frequencies and for all separations. This is
a tremendous effort for the MMP modelling. But with the restrictions of the analytical sphere
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model in mind, we may use the quasi-electrostatic theory as presented before (see Eqs. (5.1)
and (5.2)) for a qualitative analysis of the problem.
Displacing the dipole slightly away from the geometrical center of the sphere towards the
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Figure 5.16 The contrast calculated using the quasi-electrostatic model reflects the
substrate-induced resonance shifts for small separations. The mode where the polarization
of the particle is normal to the interface is shifted more strongly than the parallel mode.
The colored arrows indicate the different probe oscillation amplitudes 2A = 2, 4, 6, 10, 60 nm
discussed in Fig. 5.17.
substrate for small separations compensates for the underestimation of the shift of the reso-
nance frequency. The lowest height of the dipole hmin = 15.7 nm in Fig. 5.16 was chosen in
order to reproduce the shift and splitting calculated by the MMP method for a sphere having
r = 20 nm separated by ∆ = 1 nm from the SiC substrate (see Fig. 5.12).
Both effects (shift and splitting) are a consequence of the strong near-field interaction at
small h and vanish nearly completely for h > 25 nm as shown in Fig. 5.16. Hence, a height
variation during the measurement may crucially alter the signal close to a resonance because
of the presence of the two gap modes. Approaching the sphere from h = 26 nm to hmin (see
red dotted line in Fig. 5.16) at ν = 925 cm−1 for example, makes the contrast increase till
h = 18 nm is reached. Finally, at smaller distances, V 1 decrease again.
The mechanical oscillation of the probe during a s-SNOM measurement corresponds to a
variation of the height of the dipole above the surface as indicated by the vertical colored
1It is worth noticing that the same mechanism may be effective when resonant particles are used instead
of resonant substrates.
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Figure 5.17 The resonance frequency of the Pt sphere above the SiC surface changes
because of the mechanical oscillation of the s-SNOM probe normal to the substrate. Therefore,
the measured signal spectra recorded at 2 · ωres vary depending on the mechanical oscillation
amplitude 2A. The experimental data were reproduced from Ref. [114].
arrows in Fig. 5.16. Hence, the near-field interaction and therefore Ptot(htip(t)) vary during
each single oscillation cycle, leading to signal components not only at ωres but also at higher
harmonics of the probe oscillation, e.g. 2·ωres. The contrast variation at 2·ωres can be mea-
sured with lock-in technique, as shown in Ref. [113,114].
Now, the signal can be extracted from Ptot(htip(t)) as given by the quasi-electrostatic dipole
model by calculating the Fourier component at 2·ωres numerically. The response at n·ωres
for very small values of A is proportional to the nth derivative with respect to the probe
height [124]. The spectral variation of the contrast when such a demodulation scheme is
used, is displayed in Fig. 5.17 for different values of A and a fixed lower turning point. The
response for very small A is dominated by the strongly shifted normal mode. Larger oscilla-
tion amplitudes cause a strong change of the position of the resonance as shown in Fig. 5.16.
This leads to a blurring of the peak and a reduction of V .
This analysis shows that the mechanical oscillation amplitude of the probe crucially influences
the measurable contrast. Hence, the value A has to be carefully controlled and kept constant
during the experiment in order to prevent artifacts [125] in the optical signal which could
originate from a different damping of the s-SNOM probe close to the sample.
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Recently, similar resonance shifts were observed experimentally by s-SNOM probing of SiC
by Taubner et al. [122] in the mid-infrared spectral range. They used a Pt-coated AFM tip
to measure the Fourier component at 2·ωres for different separations h0 = 9, 24, 40, 55 nm and
a small oscillation amplitude A = 5 nm. The observed shift of the peak was roughly 9 cm−1.
However, only one resonance was observed [115, 122]. This might indicate that the antenna
properties of a real cone-shaped probe lead to an even stronger enhancement of the normal
mode as compared to a prolate spheroid. Furthermore, in [122] the SiC sample was highly
doped and therefore exhibited larger damping. An analysis within the dipole model shows
that such an increase of Im[ε] affects the parallel mode more strongly than the normal one.
A definitive answer to the question as to which role the parallel mode plays in the case of
conical probes and under what conditions it may become visible in the experiment requires a
numerical treatment of the conical geometry.
The high sensitivity of light scattering to the local dielectric properties of the substrate
around the surface phonon polariton frequency (ε ≈ −1) also allows the distinction of differ-
ent ε components along orthogonal orientations in optically anisotropic samples. Very recent
measurements on ferroelectric barium titanate (BaTiO3) by S. Schneider et al. [126] support
this finding. Microscopically, the ferroelectric polarization originates in the displacement of
the Ti4+ ion and the O2− ions within the BaTiO3 unit cell. Hence, the formerly isotropic
permittivity ε of the substrate has to be replaced by the permittivity tensor ε̂, which ac-
counts for the tetragonal symmetry and the nonuniform dielectric properties, arising through
the splitting of the vibrational (phonon) modes along the different crystal directions. The
corresponding dielectric values of εa and εc are assigned to two orthogonal directions a and
c in the unit cell, and differ within the investigated wavelength range as specified by the top
axis in Fig. 5.18 (a) and the bottom axis in Fig. 5.18 (c), respectively. Furthermore, the ori-
entations of the domains, i.e. parts of the crystal having the same (ferroelectric) polarization,
with respect to the surface have to be accounted for.
In [126], the investigated ferroelectric perovskite BaTiO3 single crystal consisted of two dif-
ferently orientated domains having the switchable ferroelectric polarization orientated either
normal to the surface (c domain) or parallel to the surface (a domain) as indicated by the
red arrows in the sketch of Fig. 5.18. The sample and the tip were illuminated from the side
using mid-infrared light in the spectral region of the free-electron laser at the FZ Rossendorf
(4 . . . 22 µm). Similarly to the previously described setup, the near-field signature was ex-
tracted by demodulating the scattered intensity at higher harmonics of the mechanical oscil-
lation of the AFM cantilever using lock-in technique. The response s4 at 4·ωres recorded while
the oscillating probe (with amplitude A ≈ 20 nm) slowly approached the BaTiO3 crystal is
displayed for both domains in Fig. 5.18. Similar to the isotropic case, reducing the tip-sample
separation causes a shift of the resonance to larger wavelengths, which arises due to the exci-
tation of and interaction with the near-field-induced SPhP. The different orientations of the
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Figure 5.18 Domain mapping of a ferroelectric BaTiO3 crystal by s-SNOM approach scans
in the mid-infrared spectral region. The surfaces of the two domains differ in the SPhP states
resulting in different shifts of the maxima in (a) and (c) for a- and c-domains when the probe
is approached towards the BaTiO3. Note: The vertical z˜0 axis in (c) is flipped for comparison
reasons. (b) Approach scan at λ = 16.3 µm, s4 increases during the approach only for c-
domains. The experimental data are reproduced with kind permission of S. Schneider [126].
unit cells in the a and c domains with respect to the BaTiO3 sample surface result in differ-
ent SPhP states, corresponding to the two values εa and εc along and perpendicular to the
surface, respectively. The comparison of Fig. 5.18 (a) and (c) reveals the resulting variation
of the near-field coupling between the polarized probe and the substrate.
Beside the distinct difference in spectral position of the maxima, the maximum of s4 is larger
by a factor of 1.5 in the case of a c domain compared to a a domain. The larger spectral
redshift in the case of an a domain can qualitatively be understood within the framework
of the isotropic model if only the out-of-plane component of the permittivity is taken into
account: εa is less negative compared to εc in this spectral range and, hence, the maximum
is located at larger wavelengths.
A more detailed theoretical investigation needs to account for tip and sample anisotropies.
This complicated task remains for the future. However, already a modified quasi-electrostatic
effective dipole model [127] is able to reveal the underlying mechanism qualitatively.
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5.3 Summary: tip-sample interaction
To prevent confusion by the discussion of all the details, we should summarize the main
statements of this chapter before leaving the world of localized polaritons:
• Small particles can be used to probe the electromagnetic field locally at optical frequen-
cies in the visible as well as in the infrared spectral region. The probe senses the local
electric field Eloc by getting polarized, which leads to a detectable scattering signature.
As long as the separation is not very small compared to λ and to the radius at the apex,
Eloc is simply given by the incident and reflected, or transmitted waves, respectively.
Therefore, Eloc depends on εsample(λ), the angle of incidence, and on the polarization.
• The polarized particle induces surface charges at the sample surface which then reinter-
act with the particle, and so on. This near-field interaction strongly increases for small
separations ∆ and causes a shift of the resonance frequency of the coupled probe-sample
system to lower frequencies.
• The normal mode exhibits a larger shift than the parallel one. This may lead to a mode
splitting for particles that are isotropically polarizable in the absence of the interface.
• The different shift and the splitting can be qualitatively well described within the quasi-
electrostatic effective dipole model. The reduction of the polarized particle to an ef-
fective dipole at the center leads to an underestimation of the spectral shift for small
separations ∆. This discrepancy is more pronounced for prolate particles.
• In the case of a probe close to a resonant substrate, e.g. a polar crystal close to the
surface phonon frequency, the excitation of localized surface phonon polaritons leads to
a strong enhancement of the electric field at the surface.
• The light scattered into the far field is dominated by the dipole radiation of the different
modes. Higher-order modes may significantly contribute to the near field for resonant
probes, but hardly to the far field. The presence of the substrate strongly modifies
the radiation pattern of the dipolar modes. For modes where the probe is polarized
normal to the dielectric substrate most light is scattered around the critical angle of
total internal reflection. Therefore, high-NA oil-immersion objectives have to be used
in the experiments.
• Last but not least, the strong distance dependence of the near-field interaction has to
be carefully accounted for, but it also opens up the possibility to discriminate the near
field from the background.
The last sentences of this chapter are devoted to excitation issues - not only for the sake of
completeness but rather because of its strong impact on the measurement. The symmetry
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and geometry together with the dielectric properties define the modes (eigensolutions) of the
system, whereas the strength of the partial modes can be controlled by properly choosing the
incident wave. For this, the mode overlap has to be considered in general. Comparing the field
pattern of the excitation and the one of the mode may help at first glance. In order to excite
modes with the polarization normal to the surface, the excitation needs field components
along this direction. This cannot be fulfilled at normal incidence (to the interface) in the
center of a linearly polarized focused Gaussian beam or by a plane wave. Therefore, one has
to go off-axis (see Fig. 5.8), use total internal reflection configurations, or use inhomogeneous
polarization modes, for instance focused radially polarized light [128]. The latter features
a strong longitudinal electric field component in the focus, which is necessary to excite the
modes having the polarization normal to the interface, and therefore, provides high electric
fields underneath the tip.
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Chapter 6
Excitation and guiding of surface
plasmon polaritons
The phenomenon of collectively oscillating charge carriers coupled with photons is not re-
stricted to the localized surface plasmon resonances of nanoparticles studied in the preceding
chapters. Longitudinal polarization waves may occur inside the bulk at the plasma frequency
(ε = 0) of the material. For ε ≤ −1 similar waves exist that decay exponentially perpendic-
ular to the interface, which results in a highly confined field at the boundary. In the visible
spectral range, these surface wave solutions of the wave equation are commonly called sur-
face plasmon polaritons (SPP) if the polarizability of the material originates mainly from the
conduction electrons, e.g. in metals or n-doped semiconductors. The detailed knowledge and
investigation of these surface states are essential for instance to understand the optical prop-
erties of molecules near metal layers in organic light-emitting diodes [17, 129] as well as for
novel two-dimensional plasmon-optical (plasmonic) devices [130]. Because of the strong con-
centration of electromagnetic energy close to the interface, a broad range of surface-sensitive
applications have been proven or proposed, such as sensing of surface irregularities [131] and
(bio-)chemical sensing.
The following sections are devoted to the basic properties of SPP needed to construct plas-
monic devices, such as excitation, propagation, and scattering of these surface waves present
at the interface between two semi-infinite domains.
6.1 Surface plasmon polaritons at planar interfaces
The history of the investigation of electromagnetic surface waves dates back to the beginning
of the 20th century. Zenneck [132] in 1907 and Sommerfeld [133] in 1909 demonstrated
theoretically that radio-frequency electromagnetic surface waves occur at the boundary of
two media if one medium is either a ”lossy”dielectric or a metal, and the other is a loss-free
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dielectric medium. The first experimental evidence that SPPs contribute to the energy loss
of fast electrons in thin-film transmission experiments was found by Powell and Swan [134] in
1960 after the theoretical work by Ritchie [135] published three years before. The coupling of
electromagnetic radiation to SPPs was pointed out theoretically again in 1958 by Ferrell [136],
including the first published SPP dispersion relation. Later, SPP excitation by light was
shown by Otto in 1968 [137] using an attenuated-total-reflection (ATR) setup as well as by
Kretschmann and Raether [138] in a similar setup. This Kretschmann-Raether configuration
(see Fig. 6.1 (a)) is nowadays widely used for SPP launching in thin metal films.
After this brief historical review we direct our attention back to the physics: Electromagnetic
waves propagating in an infinite isotropic medium are transverse (εE⊥µH⊥k) and there
are no polarization charges. This situation may change in the case of two different media
separated by a planar boundary because the discontinuity of the normal component of the
electric field implies the presence of surface charges at the boundary. The continuity of the
parallel components of the electric and magnetic fields at the interface leads to solutions [139]
of the wave equation having a purely imaginary component k⊥ of the wavevector normal to
the interface in the case of adjacent media with permittivities ε1 and ε2 having opposite signs.
These evanescent surface waves are called surface plasmon/phonon polaritons, depending on
the origin of the negative permittivity close to a resonance of the polarizability of the material.
The parallel component of the wavevector k‖,SPP has to be continuous for these waveguide
modes due to the translational symmetry along the boundary, whereas the decay constant
normal to the interface k⊥,i differs drastically for the two different media:
k‖,SPP =
ω
c
[
ε1ε2
ε1 + ε2
] 1
2
= kx, (6.1)
k⊥,i =
[
εi
(ω
c
)2 − k2‖] 12 = kz,i. (6.2)
The field modulation period (ΛSPP) of the SPP given by:
ΛSPP =
2pi
k‖
, (6.3)
is smaller than the wavelength λ of the light in the dielectric. Consequently, the resulting
dispersion relation of the SPPs lies to the right of the light line for frequencies below the
surface plasma frequency ωSP as shown in Fig. 6.1 (b) by the blue solid curve. Hence, the
momentum of the plasmon is larger than that of propagating plane waves. Therefore the
direct excitation of SPPs at planar surfaces is prohibited because of the requirement of both
energy and momentum conservation (at a translationally invariant interface).
The two slightly different SPP dispersion relations displayed in Fig. 6.1 (b) are worth being
examined more closely. The blue solid curve corresponds to the one displayed in many text-
books assuming a purely real εmetal, whereas the blue dotted curve accounts for the imaginary
part as well, resulting in a ”back-bending”at ωSP. None of them is wrong as proven by ATR
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Figure 6.1 (a) Kretschmann-Raether configuration: The incident light partially pene-
trates through the metallic thin film and may excite the SPP at the vacuum/metal interface
if k‖,SPP = kx = nglassk0 sin(φ). (b) The SPP behavior is similar to that of transverse light
waves for small kx and changes towards mainly longitudinal character at large kx. The SPP
dispersion shows a back-bending (blue dotted curve) depending on whether kx or ω is assumed
to be real.
experiments for silver performed by Otto [137] and Arakawa et al. [140]. Both are even in
accordance with Fresnel’s equations [141]. Therefore, the result of the measurement at any
lossy material (Im[εmetal] 6= 0) is influenced by the way the experiment is performed. Either
the frequency dependence of the reflectivity (R(ω)) is measured at a fixed angle of incidence
(fixed kx/k0), or R(φ) is observed at a fixed frequency during an angular scan [141, 142]. In
the latter case, a back-bending is observed in the frequency range between the bulk plasma
frequency ωP(εmetal = 0) and ωSP(εmetal = −1) where no ”true”surface modes exist [142, p.
29].
Coming back to a more application-driven question: How efficiently can light be transported
by SPPs? The propagation length δSPP, characterizing the distance of the 1/e decrease of the
energy, is determined by the imaginary part of k‖ and can be calculated [10, 143] from the
dielectric functions of the metal, ε1 = ε′1 + iε′′1, and of the nonabsorbing dielectric, ε2:
δSPP =
1
2 Im[k‖]
=
c
ω
(
ε′1ε′2
ε′1 + ε2
) 3
2 (ε′1)2
ε′′1
. (6.4)
The attenuation of the SPP along the propagation direction (along the interface) is caused
by the losses (absorption) in the metal1 if a lossless dielectric is assumed. Fig. 6.2 displays
the propagation length δSPP for some metals from the ultraviolet (UV) to the near-infrared
spectral range. The surface plasma frequency of the metal limits the existence of SPPs in
1The system under consideration consists of two different semi-infinite half-spaces separated by a planar
interface, hence scattering of the SPP or conversion to a leaky mode (see chapter 7) are not possible.
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Figure 6.2 The propagation length of SPPs at a planar metal surface assuming ε(λ) for
Ag, Al, Au, Cu, and Cr from Ref. [45]. The SPPs are strongly damped close to the plasma
frequency of the metals (blue, UV spectral region), but their propagation length increases to
micrometer dimensions towards the (infra-) red spectral range because of the longer wavelength
and the smaller damping. For highly absorbing metals such as chromium the SPPs are nearly
suppressed.
the blue and ultraviolet region for noble metals. For lower frequencies and in the absence of
interband transition, the value of δSPP increases and goes up to mesoscopic values in the red
and infrared range. Especially noble metals such as Ag and Au have low internal losses at
long wavelengths and are suitable for SPP devices. Materials having high losses, such as Cr,
strongly suppress SPP propagation. Hence, Cr is more often used for lithography masks to
block the light by reflection and absorption.
Several possibilities to overcome the problem of the momentum mismatch have been proposed
and already proven, namely the above-mentioned ATR [137] or Kretschmann-Raether [138]
method as well as grating coupling. These methods can be used to excite the SPP on large
areas by plane waves, beams with a finite width [144] or slightly focused beams [145], but the
minimum spatial extension of the SPP excitation ”spot”is typically in the order of some tens
of micrometers [145, 146]. That value is comparable with δSPP in the visible spectral range
and not appropriate for nano-optical devices. Instead of exactly matching the momenta, it is
also possible to overcome the requirement of momentum conservation simply by destroying
the translational symmetry along the interface by introducing edges and steps or by placing
particles nearby. The local near fields at the discontinuity consist of a broad momentum
range rather than a fixed value like at a planar interface. Illuminating the end face of metallic
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waveguides by a focused beam can be used for SPP excitation [147]. Therefore, the excitation
can be confined to sub-micron areas determined by the diffraction-limited focus diameter.
6.2 Excitation of SPPs at a finite number of grooves
Let us look at the possibility and the quantitative efficiency of SPP excitation at patterned
metallic interfaces in the case of rectangular grooves. The translational symmetry is now
broken by these structures, which allows the excitation of SPPs similar to SPP excitation at
the end face of a metallic waveguide. In contrast to the end face problem in Ref. [147], the
incident electric field is now assumed to be parallel to the interface.
The questions that are addressed in the following are: How does the excitation efficiency
depend on the geometry, e.g. width and depth of the groove? Is it possible to further increase
this value by additional structures that are placed close by?
6.2.1 Single groove
The investigation starts with a single rectangularly shaped groove in a metallic half-space
made of aluminum (εAl(λ = 633 nm) = −56+21i [45]), which is illuminated by a TM-polarized
plane wave having an angle of incidence of 90◦ measured in respect to the horizontal metal
surface as schematically drawn in Fig. 6.3 left panel. The symmetry of both the geometry and
excitation was used to speed up the calculation of this essentially two-dimensional problem.
Furthermore, all edges occurring in Fig. 6.3 left panel were rounded (ρ = 15 nm).
The efficiency of the excitation of the surface wave strongly depends on both geometrical
parameters w and d, as displayed in Fig. 6.3 right panel. The color scale represents the SPP
excitation cross section σ defined as the ratio of the power carried by the outgoing SPP (only
one direction) to the power incidents on the horizontal surface per nanometer.
Looking at the dependence on w at a fixed small d (corresponding to a horizontal cut in
Fig. 6.3) reveals a minimum in the energy coupled to the SPP slightly below λ = 633 nm
around 600 nm and maxima below λ2 as well as near
5
4λ. This dependence on w can be
understood from the surface charges induced by the time-harmonic incident wave. The surface
vectors normal to the vertical sides of the rectangular groove point in opposite directions.
Hence, the induced surface charges near the edges are always signed oppositely. Therefore,
the electromagnetic fields radiated by the two edges are phase-shifted by pi, and on the way
to the other edge they undergo an additional phase shift Φpath depending on w. For w ≈ λ,
the phase shift is Φpath ≈ 2 pi leading to a destructive overall interference (Φpath + pi) and
a poor efficiency. The corresponding minimum at w ≈ 600 nm occurs at w slightly smaller
than the wavelength, most probably because of the finite field penetration into the (good but
not perfect) metal, which has a finite conductivity (skin depth). A smaller value of w around
λ
2 results in a phase shift Φpath ≈ pi and constructive interference and, hence, efficient SPP
excitation. A further decreasing of w reduces the phase shift Φpath, resulting in an overall
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Figure 6.3 SPP excitation cross section σ for a rectangular groove illuminated by a plane
wave. Successive colors differ by a factor of 1.5 in energy. For w < 600 nm only the funda-
mental mode in the groove can be excited. The propagation constant of this mode increases for
decreasing w, resulting in a reduced distance between the minima along the d axis as illustrated
by the blue arrows. The contribution of the higher-order modes can be seen for w > 600 nm.
All of them become more and more evanescent when w is reduced towards 600 nm. The green
dotted lines emphasize the resulting modulation of σ.
phase difference closer to pi.
The dependence on the depth further complicates the situation owing to two effects:
• The incident field which enters into the groove excites waveguide mode(s) inside the
groove, which are mostly back-reflected at the bottom, building up a cavity character-
istic. The superposition of the counterpropagating modes may result in a minimum of
the field at the edge, hence minima in σ at multiples of d ≈ mΛgap,02 with m = [1, 2, ..]
can be seen2.
• The value Λgap,i for the different modes inside the groove is close to ΛSPP (SPP at a
2Λgap,0 is defined according to Eq. (6.3) using the propagation constant of the fundamental TM0 cavity mode
kgap,0 instead of k‖. The complex values of kgap,i are the (numerical) solutions of the waveguide eigenvalue
problem (see Fig. 6.4).
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planar interface) only for w ≥ λ2 and far away from the cut-off width of the mode.
The fundamental TM0 mode does not have a cut-off width, but both the real and the
imaginary parts of the propagation constant increase when w is reduced, resulting in a
higher damping and smaller Λgap,0 as illustrated in Fig. 6.4. Hence, the maxima of σ are
more closely spaced for w  λ2 as can be seen in Fig. 6.3. For w > λ higher-order modes
occur. All of them become evanescent around w ≈ λ. The real part of the propagation
constant goes to zero, whereas the imaginary part strongly increases for w → λ. This
different behavior of the propagation constants of the higher-order modes as compared
with the fundamental mode can easily be seen as an opposite upward ”bending”of the
minima in Fig. 6.3 for w → 600 nm, as emphasized by the green dotted lines.
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Figure 6.4 The propagation constant kgap,i calculated for a small vacuum gap w between
two thick Al plates (εAl(λ = 633 nm) = −56 + 21i). The higher-order modes exhibit a cut-off
behavior (Re[kx]↓, Im[kx]↑ for w ↓), whereas for the fundamental TM0 mode no cut-off exists
(Re[kx]↑, Im[kx]↑ for w ↓). The odd-numbered modes cannot be excited using the setup of
Fig. 6.3 because of the symmetry of the incident wave and the geometry.
The maximum of the SPP excitation magnitude for small and shallow grooves occurs for a
groove being 240 nm wide and 120 nm deep. The corresponding coupling cross section is
σ ≈ 65 nm for each of the two possible SPP propagation directions. Hence, roughly 55 % of
the light incident onto the 240-nm-wide groove is converted into SPPs.
For grooves having larger w and d, the value of σ can be even higher but they are less efficient
with regard to the ratio of energy of the surface wave to the one incident onto the groove.
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6.2.2 Multiple grooves
The SPP excited at a single groove may be further enhanced by placing additional grooves
beside the first one only if the surface waves excited at the individual steps interfere construc-
tively. Therefore, the discontinuities have to be separated by precise distances as investigated
by Ditlbacher et al. [148] for the slightly different case of stripes of gold (instead of grooves)
on a gold film.
In the present simulation, the distance between two or three equi-shaped grooves in the Al sur-
face was varied. The rounded, rectangularly shaped cross section (w = 240 nm, d = 120 nm,
ρ = 15 nm) of the grooves was adjusted to nearly fit the maximum of σ (see Fig. 6.3).
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Figure 6.5 The SPP excitation efficiency obtained when a finite number of equishaped
grooves is illuminated peaks at a separation of the edges ∆ ≈ ΛSPP/2 and odd multiples
thereof. These resonant structures couple 2.7 (double groove) or 4.5 (triple groove) times
more efficiently than a single groove. The points marked in blue represent the wavelength-
scaled experimental data taken from Ref. [148] for a triple stripe on gold arrangement.
The relative SPP energy plotted in Fig. 6.5, defined as the power carried by the SPP in the
multiple-groove arrangement divided by the power of a single groove, shows an oscillation
period close to ΛSPP. At the maxima close to ∆ ≈ (2l − 1) · ΛSPP/2 with l = [1, 2, 3 . . .],
the SPPs excited at every single slit interfere constructively in a similar manner as presented
in the former section. Therefore, the SPP is stronger in intensity by a factor of 2.7 (dou-
ble groove) or 4.5 (triple groove), respectively. This gain obviously exceeds the doubled or
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tripled geometrical ”active”area, reflecting the fact that the electromagnetic field near the
groove edges is modified because of the presence of the neighboring groove. This leads to a
more ”plasmon-like”surface charge distribution at the multiple grooves. Hence, the light-to-
SPP coupling increases. The smaller local maxima in the triple-groove setup at δ ≈ 0.68 µm
and 1.315 µm originate from a constructive interference of the two outer slits.
The efficiency of local light-plasmon coupling measured by Ditlbacher et al. [148] for an
illuminated single gold stripe (h = 60 nm, w = 200 nm) on a thin gold film with a thickness
h = 43 nm was 4.5 % at λ =800 nm. The coupling efficiency in a triple-stripe arrangement
was increased up to three times or even reduced below one as indicated by the blue points in
Fig. 6.5. For the sake of comparability, the distance between the stripe edges was normalized
to ΛSPP =783 nm in order to account for the different wavelength λ = 800 nm used in the
work of Ditlbacher et al. The experimental data are in fair agreement to the theoretically
predicted ones and the remaining differences may be attributed to the different geometry
(stripes instead of grooves) and uncertainties in the values of the separation (no confidence
range noted in Ref. [148]). The SPP intensity could be further increased if the spacing between
the centers of the grooves/ridges (= ∆+w) is decreased to 600 nm, at least theoretically. On
the other hand, the sharpness of the maxima requires the grooves to be manufactured with
a tolerance of less than 5 % of ΛSPP for the triple-groove arrangement, which poses a serious
experimental challenge.
6.3 Interaction of SPPs with edges, grooves, and barriers
The SPP excitation at multiple points discussed in the preceding subsection is only one part
of the whole plasmonics story. Another important point is: How do SPPs interact with
nanopatterned surfaces, e.g. grooves or barriers etc. placed in their path of propagation?
Furthermore, patterned plasmonic surfaces may alter the density of electromagnetic surface
states. Especially in a plasmonic bandgap, the reduced density of surface states can be used to
suppress the energy loss of excited molecules to SPPs as shown by Barnes et al. [129]. There-
fore, one may improve the performance of thin-film devices such as organic light-emitting
diodes by such nanoengineered plasmonic surfaces. Furthermore, SPPs attract a lot of atten-
tion because of their inherent high sensitivity to surface irregularities and because of potential
sensing applications based on it.
The following investigation picks up several important points from the huge plasmonic play-
ground, aiming to elucidate the basic physical mechanisms rather than to present a complete
survey of all different effects. Starting from the most simplest geometrical features such as
edges and walls, we proceed to the SPP interaction with steps, barriers, and grooves. The de-
tailed discussion below presents the transmission (t) and reflection (r) coefficients for different
configurations. The amplitudes of t and r have been corrected with respect to internal losses
for the various geometries. More explicitly: t2 = 1 means 100 % transmission, and r2 = 1 is
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equal to 100 % reflection independent of the size of the groove/barrier. The majority of cal-
culations have been carried out assuming aluminum at λ = 633 nm as the material of choice
from a practical point of view as will be explained later. The permittivity at this wavelength
is εAl = −56+ 21i [45]. Therefore, the results should also be representative for other spectral
ranges where the material is still a good but not perfect conductor or even other materials
such as Au, Ag, or Cu in the near infrared region around λ = 1100 nm, where Re(εmetal) is
comparable to the value assumed here.
6.3.1 Edge and step interaction
SPP hitting an end face
A SPP propagating along an planar interface that abruptly ends by a 90 degree wall or
precipice is one of the most basic situations imaginable. This non-trivial problem was the
scope of certain earlier investigations in the eighties [149, 150] using shortening planes to
simplify the problem (finite number of modes instead of infinite number). Later, in 1985,
a more rigorous numerical analysis presented by Jamid and Al-Bader [151] revealed that an
additional SPP is excited at the vertical boundary (labelled SPPtrans in Fig. 6.7). They used
the method of lines (see Ref. [151] and references therein) to solve the problem and assumed
a lossless material (real ε) and a sharp corner at the edge. The more realistic situation
characterized by a rounded edge of radius ρ, or more generally spoken, the propagation of
SPPs on curved surfaces was studied recently by Hasegawa et al. [152] in the short-wavelength
limit (kρ  1) on the basis of the known analytical solution for SPP propagation around a
cylinder [153]. The SPP propagation at non-planar interfaces is not only interesting from
an academic point of view. It also sets fundamental limits to the energy transport on the
nanoscale in non-planar plasmonic devices.
SPP at an end face - precipice
In the first case, let us focus at the setup sketched on the left side of Fig. 6.6. The SPP
incident from the left hits the 90◦ end face of an aluminum (εAl(λ = 633 nm) = −56 + 21i)
block. At this precipice, most of the surface wave is forward scattered into the vacuum because
the oscillating surface charges at the edge form an efficient radiation source in the absence
of translational symmetry [150]. As displayed in Fig. 6.7, a small reflected portion SPPref
(r2 < 0.2%) was found only for sharp corners (ρ  ΛSPP). This backward-propagating SPP
is clearly weaker than the SPP excited at the vertical boundary, SPPtrans, but both portions
decrease for increasing radius of the edge. The decreasing reflection coefficient for large radii
can be understood as a result of a smeared-out potential barrier, but the likewise decreasing
value of SPPtrans even at 10·ΛSPP is surprising. This partially counterintuitive weak guiding
is caused by the absence of a second boundary as present in the case of a dielectric slab
waveguide. Therefore, the oscillating surface charges at the edge can radiate very efficiently
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Figure 6.6 The interference visible in the |E| pattern a) originates from the superposition
of the incident SPP and the reflected portion. The latter is present only at a sharp corner,
e.g. ρλ =
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633 nm , whereas SPPref vanishes for larger radii ρ as shown in b) for
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into the vacuum, which provides a continuum of electromagnetic modes rather than a set of
discrete modes like in a dielectric slab waveguide.
Analyzing the dependence of the transmission and reflection on the radius of curvature of the
edge is only one cut through the multidimensional parameter space needed to characterize the
edge problem. The value of εmetal is another important parameter, which can be optimized to
a certain degree in practice either by changing λ or the material used. In order to illustrate
the role of εmetal, let us for the sake of simplicity assume an artificial metal characterized
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Figure 6.7 A SPP hitting an end face at a precipice radiates very efficiently into the
vacuum. Only a minor portion is reflected at very sharp edges or propagates around the
edge.
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by a purely real permittivity εmetal (Im[εmetal] = 0). In this case k‖ is purely real, too,
and the SPP will propagate without damping. Looking at the reflection and transmission
coefficient for the two extreme cases displayed in Fig. 6.8 reveals the main dependencies.
The amplitude of the reflected SPP for a smooth edge having ρλ =
4 µm
0.633 µm is negligible
as expected, except close to the surface plasma frequency ωSP (εmetal = −1). In the case
of a very sharp edge
( ρ
λ =
5 nm
633 nm
)
, the SPP is much more strongly reflected at the edge.
Far away from ωSP, the fraction of the SPP power propagating inside the metal decreases
towards more negative values of Re[εmetal] as displayed by the blue curve in Fig. 6.8. Hence,
most of the electromagnetic energy propagates in the vacuum, while only little energy is
transported inside the metal for Re[εmetal]  −1. Therefore, the metal end is of minor
importance leading to a decrease of the reflection for Re[εmetal]  −1. The crossing of
the two transmission curves at Re[εmetal] ≈ −12 implies that, for frequencies corresponding
to Re[εmetal] < −12, the SPP propagation around a sharp 90◦ bend is more efficient than
around a smooth one. The behavior closer to ωSP is much more complicated because the
SPP may couple resonantly to the modes of the cylinder at the edge [152]. Their impact
can also be seen in the transmission behavior. The ε values (spectral positions) at which the
different modes of a metal cylinder in vacuum are in resonance change depending on the value
of kρ [153]. The MMP solutions displayed in Fig. 6.8 reveal the resonance in SPPtrans for
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Figure 6.8 SPP reflection and transmission at a sharp (ρ = 5 nm) edge (solid curves) is
dominated by the coupling to the cylinder modes at the edge for Re[εmetal] = −1 . . .− 3. For
smooth edges, r nearly vanishes and t reaches 100 % for Re[εmetal] = −2.7. The blue curve
represents the power distribution between both half-spaces defined as
√
Pmetal
Pvacuum
. The value of
t reported in Ref. [151] is indicated by the green asterisk.
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ρ = 5 nm at εmetal = −1.6, whereas SPPref has a minimum at this point. On either side of
this resonance, SPPref shows a maximum and conversely there are two minima in SPPtrans.
In the other case of a smooth edge having ρ = 4 µm, the transmission has a broad maximum
around εmetal ≈ −2.7, where t > 0.99, instead of a sharp resonance. This difference has to
be attributed to the smaller damping of the higher-order modes of the cylinder for larger ρ.
Additionally, these modes become more and more degenerate for kρ > 1 [153], resulting in an
improved mode matching between the incident SPP and the mode propagating around the
cylinder.
The values of the reflection and transmission coefficients are strongly dependent on εmetal(λ)
and the geometry of the edge, as illustrated by the last three figures. As shown, large SPP
transmission around bends requires that a significant amount of the SPP resides in the metal.
This is a dilemma from a practical point of view: A strong localization of the SPP within the
metal is synonymous to a short propagation length δSPP because of the intrinsic absorption
within the metal. Therefore, one has to use more sophisticated arrangements that suppress
the forward radiation by imposing additional boundary condition similar to photonic crystals.
At this point, the further discussion of SPP reflection at the edge of a precipice will be stopped.
Especially the comparison to experiments is postponed to section 7.2.1 because there, mostly
thin metal films are used rather than metal half-spaces.
SPP at an end face - metal wall
The complementary situation to a precipice will now be investigated, namely a SPP running
against a wall as sketched in Fig. 6.9 left panel. The SPP incident from the left hits the
90◦ aluminum (εAl(λ = 633 nm) = −56 + 21i) end face. In contrast to the former case, the
reflected portion plotted in Fig. 6.9 is very large for small radii and decreases monotonically
for larger ρ. The high reflectivity at low ρ can be explained by the power distribution displayed
in Fig 6.8. Placing a wall into the vacuum half-space causes a strong reflection because most
of the SPP propagates within this domain for the chosen value of εAl and senses the strong
contrast of the permittivity. The amount of SPPtrans propagating into the 90◦ bent direction
shows several resonances instead of a monotonic increase in this mesoscopic regime where
ρ & ΛSPP.
SPP hitting a tiny step
After studying the simplest configurations of an abrupt end of the metal surface or a metallic
wall, a step-like change in the profile of the SPP-active interfaces will be considered now. Such
a step may unintentionally result from a tiny misalignment, a substrate irregularity, or partial
etching during a lithography process. The importance of flat surfaces for an undisturbed
propagation of the SPP will be illustrated now for the case of two slightly shifted metal
surfaces as sketched in the insets of Fig. 6.10. The SPP is incident from the left and hits
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Figure 6.9 A SPP which hits a wall is mostly back-reflected for sharp edges. The trans-
mission around the edge is not a monotonically increasing function for larger radii and shows
resonances in this mesoscopic regime.
the step. Irrespective of whether it is an upward or downward step, an increase of the step
height |h| always decreases the transmitted portions tup and tdown in a similar way. But the
reflection coefficients rup and rdown behave differently:
• For the downward step, rdown stays nearly constant, showing only a small oscillation
which is caused by the SPP excited at the edge which propagates along the vertical
boundary and gets mostly back-reflected at the bottom surface. Therefore, these SPPs
obey a cavity characteristic as a function of h. For increasing h, the portion scattered
into the vacuum also increases as indicated by the difference between the dotted blue
curve in Fig. 6.10 (which nearly coincides with t) and unity.
• A SPP which hits an upward step is reflected much more strongly - even at moderate h.
The oscillation is much less pronounced than in the former case because the amplitude
of the SPP excited at the vertical boundary is negligible in the case of a wall rather
than a precipice (see Fig. 6.7 and Fig. 6.9). The gentle oscillation of tup and rup is
most probably a consequence of the upper edge still partly sensing the incident SPP.
Hence, a SPP propagating at the vertical boundary is excited that modifies tup and rup.
The amount of the SPP scattered into the vacuum is reduced because of the dominant
reflection for increasing h.
The results displayed in Fig. 6.10 are in good qualitative agreement with the simulation results
obtained by Jamid and Al-Bader [154] using the method of lines. The small quantitative
differences arise most probably from the different dielectric properties assumed. They assumed
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Figure 6.10 The SPP transmission and reflection coefficients across a tiny step depend on
the direction of the incident SPP. This lack of reciprocity is caused by the mismatch of the
fields across the step.
a purely real permittivity of silver (εAg(λ = 633 nm) = −16). Consequently, the portion of
the SPP propagating inside the metal is slightly higher for Ag than for Al (see Fig. 6.8).
Hence, in the case of a downward step, the reflected portion was higher than displayed in
Fig. 6.10. Similarly, the different εAg and, hence, k‖ affects also the decay of the field normal
to the interface according to Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2). Consequently, the transmission reported
in Ref. [154] falls more rapidly with increasing |h|.
In conclusion: The correct alignment of plasmonic surfaces is very critical for an undisturbed
SPP propagation, because the larger the mismatch of the SPP fields on the two sides (due
to the shift in height), the smaller is the transmitted portion of the SPP. The dependence on
the direction (step up- or downward, respectively) was explained by Maradudin et al. [150]
as a non-reciprocity because of the generation of both radiative and non-propagating modes
contributing to the transmission and reflection phenomenon.
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6.3.2 Barrier interaction
The geometrical features studied above can be superimposed on each other to form a partial
barrier having a rectangular cross section with a finite height as depicted in the inset in
Fig. 6.11. Related investigations assuming a Gaussian-shaped surface defect were published
by Sa´nchez-Gil and Maradudin [158,159], revealing a crucial dependence of SPPref , SPPtrans,
and the far-field-scattered portions on the geometrical features. Therefore, tuning of the
individual portions is possible by properly choosing the geometry of the barrier. The following
calculations were carried out for a thin Al barrier (w = 110 nm) at λ = 633 nm. The width
was deliberately chosen well below ΛSPP/2 in order to prevent a strong impact of the precise
value of w, but thicker than the skin depth to prevent tunneling. The transmission is not
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Figure 6.11 Depending on the height of the barrier (w = 110 nm), either the transmission
or reflection coefficient dominates. The radiated power is only significant in the intermediate
region between heights of 0.1 ·ΛSPP and 2 ·ΛSPP as indicated by the difference between the blue
curve and unity. The two insets show the mean electric field on a linear color scale. The bright
colors correspond to high intensities, as found at the edges having small radii (ρ = 15 nm) of
curvature as well as in the maxima of the standing wave.
only characterized by an exponential dependence on the barrier height (≈ e−1.5kz,vach), but
also a slight oscillation known from the previously studied case of the upward step (see
Fig. 6.10). Analogously, the incident SPP excites a plasmon at the top of the barrier which
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is scattered into the forward direction and forms SPPtrans by exciting the surface charges
behind the barrier. The quantitative value of SPPtrans is identical to the product tup ·tdown for
h < 1.5 ·ΛSPP. Similarly, the value of the reflected SPP is mainly given by rup for the upward
step studied in Sec. 6.3.1. Therefore, more complex geometries might be described to a very
good approximation by the transmission characteristics of the individual features presented
before. Such an analysis is naturally restricted to situations in which the transmitted field
has only a minor influence on the field on the incident side.
6.3.3 Groove interaction
Let us now focus on a system in which the barrier is replaced by a groove. A SPP is much less
reflected by a downward step than by an upward step as pointed out before in section 6.3.1.
Therefore, the transmission is expected to be higher in the case of a groove instead of a
barrier, which can be advantageous in plasmonic devices. The question remaining is: How
sensitive is the amplitude of SPPtrans to the geometry of the groove? Is it possible to construct
wavelength-sensitive components by such geometries, such as filters or dichroic SPP mirrors?
The problem of grooves in metals has been in the focus of former research. For example,
Maradudin et al. studied theoretically a dielectric gap of varying width w between two surface-
active media. A Fabry-Perot-like behavior or poles were found depending on whether this gap
was filled by a dielectric having ε = 4 or vacuum. Later, Sa´nchez-Gil and Maradudin [159]
reported that SPP propagation across a single Gaussian-shaped indentation results in a more
Fabry-Perot-like behavior. Therefore, it is advisable to shed some light (or better a SPP) on
a rectangular-shaped groove in order to illuminate the underlying mechanisms. For the sake
of clarity, the two geometrical parameters, namely the width and the depth of the groove, are
investigated separately first.
Dependence on the width of the groove
A shallow groove placed in the path of a SPP leads to a modulation of the transmitted
(same propagation direction) and the reflected (reverse propagation) portions depending on
the width of the groove as plotted in Fig. 6.12. The |E| plot c) in the same figure, reveals the
process happening: Most of the SPP propagates across the first edge (t2 = 0.978, r2 = 0.0025
for a downward step having h = −50 nm), travels at the bottom of the shallow groove and
is mostly transmitted when hitting the second, upward step (t2 = 0.944, r2 = 0.0056 for a
upward step having h = 50 nm). The superposition of the backward-propagating wave and
the one reflected at the left edge results in the cavity-like behavior of t and r as displayed.
The oscillation period is equal to ΛSPP/2. The additional offset originates from the phase
shift caused by the reflection.
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Figure 6.12 The SPP transmission across a groove having a constant depth d = 50 nm
shows an oscillation as a function of the width of the groove. The modulation period is equal
to ΛSPP/2 and is caused by a cavity mode at the bottom of the groove. The reflection has
minima at transmission maxima. A certain part of the incident SPP energy is scattered
into the vacuum as indicated by the difference between the blue curve and unity. The arrows
indicate the groove widths to which the near-field |E| pictures displayed in the lower part of
the figure apply.
Dependence on the depth of the groove
There is also a modulation of the transmitted (same propagation direction) and the reflected
(reverse propagation) portions as a function of the depth of the groove. At certain depths,
resonances (cavity modes) along the narrow groove can be found similar to the previously
studied case (see Fig. 6.12). In contrast to that case, the resonances inside the groove lead
to reduced transmission and high reflection. The maxima are shifted because of the strongly
varying propagation constant of the modes in the confined vertical cavity as shown in Fig. 6.4
and no longer located at multiples of ΛSPP/2 [160]. For example, the propagation constant
for the TM0 mode between two aluminum plates separated by a 30-nm-wide vacuum gap is
kgap,0(w = 30 nm)/k0 = 1.369 + 0.006024i, while all higher modes are much more damped
(see Fig. 6.4). That value was used to rescale the bottom abscissa. Now the transmission
maxima can be found at multiples of Λgap,0(w = 30 nm)/2 as expected. At these depths, the
standing-wave cavity mode is not excited efficiently as shown in the |E| pattern for d = 460 nm
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Figure 6.13 The SPP transmission across a groove having a constant width w = 30 nm
shows an oscillating dependence on the depth of the groove. The units at the bottom abscissa
have been normalized to the propagation constant in a 30-nm cavity between two Al plates,
Λgap,0(w = 30 nm) = λ/1.37. The modulation period corresponds to Λgap,0(w = 30 nm)/2 and
is caused by the excitation of cavity modes inside the groove. A certain part of the incident
SPP energy is scattered into the vacuum as indicated by the difference between the blue curve
and unity. The arrows indicate the depths to which the |E| pattern displayed on the right side
of the graph apply.
in Fig. 6.13 (c). Between the transmission maxima, the cavity mode is excited much more
strongly. Hence, the reflection exhibits maxima, whereas the transmission has minima.
The blue curve in Fig. 6.13 represents the square root of the sum of the energies carried by
the transmitted and reflected SPPs. Therefore, the missing part to unity is either scattered
into the vacuum or absorbed inside the cavity. The fact that the first transmission dip
around d = 90 nm is much stronger than the later ones, and the steady decrease of both the
mean transmission as well as the depth of the dips leads to the conclusion that absorption is
more important for deep structures, as the energy scattered into the vacuum should only be
proportional to the square of the local fields at the edges of the groove.
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Dependence on the depth and width of the groove
In general, for grooves having varying depth and width, the situation gets more and more
complicated – but can be comprehended as a superposition of the cases discussed above.
Fig. 6.14 displays the transmission coefficient as a function of d and w. For the sake of easy
comparability, the two graphs at the bottom and on the left represent SPPtrans as studied
above for a fixed depth d = 50 nm and varying w, displayed before in Fig. 6.12, as well as for
a constant width w = 30 nm and varying d, shown in Fig. 6.13.
For w < ΛSPP/2 the transmission properties are dominated by the fundamental mode, similar
to SPP excitation at a single slit (see Fig. 6.3). The reduction of the width of the groove
causes an increase of the real and imaginary parts of kgap,0 (TM0). Therefore, the minima
in t appear less spaced. Just above λ/2, a formerly strongly damped evanescent mode can
now be excited, resulting in a sharp minimum. Similarly, another additional mode can be
excited for w > 0.5 · λSPP and d > 0.8 · λSPP . In contrast to the excitation of SPPs at slits
discussed in Sec. 6.2.1, the higher-order modes start to contribute at w > λ/2 (rather than
w > λ as in Fig. 6.3). The modes contributing for λ/2 < w < λ are prohibited by symmetry
for a slit illuminated by a plane wave at 90◦. The symmetry is now broken when the groove
is illuminated with a SPP from only one side, and therefore the excitation of modes having
other symmetries is no longer prohibited.
In conclusion, nanoscale rectangular indentations can be used to control the SPP propagation
by adjusting the geometry of the groove. But the accuracy that one must achieve when
producing these geometrical features needs to be  Λgap/2, especially if one operates close
to multiples of Λgap/2. The two parameters w and d can be used to control the cavity-like
behavior, resulting in a Fabry-Perot-like transmission characteristic rather than in poles as
presented in Ref. [161]. A further improvement of the filter characteristic may be achieved
by using multiple structures instead of only a single one as pointed out by Pincemin and
Greffet [162] who studied the propagation and localization of SPPs across a finite grating.
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Figure 6.14 The transmission coefficient across a small groove depends strongly on the
width as well as on the depth. The color-coded 2D plot displays the amplitude of SPPtrans
on a linear scale. The two graphs (top left and bottom right) represent the formerly studied
cases in which only one parameter was varied. For w < λ/2, only the fundamental TM0
mode inside the groove contributes to the response. At larger w, higher-order modes (of the
groove) can also be excited. All of them become evanescent near λ/2 where the real part of
their propagation constant vanishes and the imaginary part increases strongly.
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6.4 Summary: excitation and guiding of SPP at metal surfaces
Breaking the translational symmetry by nanoscale structures at an otherwise planar interface
allows SPPs to be launched locally by plane or focused waves. The SPP excitation efficiency
σ is strongly related to the excitation of modes inside the indentation and can be tuned by
optimizing the width w and the depth d of a rectangular groove. In general, for narrow
grooves, a large cross section σ can be achieved with w slightly below Λgap,0/2 (and odd mul-
tiples thereof) and for d = (12 +m)
Λgap,0
2 with m = [0, 1, . . .]. The value of Λgap,0 significantly
decreases for w  λ. Higher-order modes may also contribute in the case of wider grooves.
Similarly, a SPP propagating across a groove will excite the same modes but also additional
modes having different symmetry.
The propagation of SPPs at structured surfaces is strongly influenced by the energy distri-
bution normal to the interface, which is determined by εmetal(λ). Only if most of the energy
resides inside the metal, it can be guided with low losses at a curved surface. Otherwise the
weakly guided surface wave will be converted into propagating waves which are no longer
interface bound (scattered).
Metallic protrusions extending into the dielectric cause reflection of the SPP, whereas inden-
tations into the metal lead to less reflection. All effects reported can be used to construct
plasmonic components, such as beam splitters, local in- and out-couplers, wavelength-selective
filters etc., and to modify the local density of surface states at the interface [129]. One may
suppress the SPP excitation and propagation by creating a photonic (plasmonic) bandgap.
The above-presented analysis of the excitation, propagation, and scattering of SPPs propa-
gating at the interface between a metal and a vacuum half-space highlights the basic physical
mechanisms – but most experiments and applications use thin metallic films. The modifica-
tions as well as additional effects arising in that case will be discussed in the following.
Chapter 7
Surface plasmon polaritons on
thin-film metal waveguides
This chapter is devoted to the optics of SPP waveguide modes on asymmetrically embedded
metallic slabs. Particular attention is directed to the excitation and interaction of these modes
at / with interruptions of the waveguide and the differences to the previously studied case of a
semi-infinite metallic half-space. The slabs provide confinement only normal to the interfaces,
but if their width is small, they also allow a two-dimensional confinement of the light. This
superb property will be illustrated by means of SNOM experiments.
Thin metallic films, sometimes called metal slab waveguides, consist of two metal-dielectric
interfaces in contrast to the formerly studied case of a semi-infinite metal half-space. The
waveguide modes are commonly characterized by their complex propagation constants γi,
similar to the value k‖ used previously to describe the propagation of surface waves. The
values of γi depend on the frequency, the slab thickness h, and the dielectric constants of
both the metal and the adjacent media. In the case of thick films, or more precisely for h
being much larger than the field penetration/skin depth in the metal, δskin = λ4piIm[n] [163, p.
128], the value of γi is nearly identical to k‖ given by Eq. (6.1). But, for decreasing h the field
of the modes at the individual interfaces penetrates through the metal, modifying the field
at the opposite boundary. The resulting waveguide modes can be either interface-bound or
leaky [164] (radiating into one dielectric) depending on whether γi is larger than the nk0 or
not, where n is the refractive index of the dielectric and k0 is the wavevector in vacuum. For
instance, a metal film supported by the glass prism in the Kretschmann-Raether configuration
as displayed in Fig. 6.1 (a) has a purely interface-bound mode with Re[γi] lying to the right
of the light line in glass ω = ck/n, drawn in green in Fig. 6.1 (b). Complementary, the leaky
mode has γi between the light line in vacuum ω = ck and the light line in glass.
The presence of the two interfaces close to each other has much more pronounced conse-
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quences in the case of ultra-thin metal films, leading to a drastic change of γi and the field
patterns of the modes. In the case of a symmetrically embedded slab with the same dielectric
at both metal interfaces, the modes are degenerate for ”large”h and split into a symmetric
and antisymmetric mode in respect to their transverse field components [165] for decreasing
h. The symmetric mode guides significantly more energy in the dielectric than in the metal,
hence the propagation length δSPP is increased as predicted by Fukui [166] in 1979 and Sarid
et al. [167] in 1981 for this so-called long-range SPP, which was first observed in 1984 by Dohi
et al. [168]. They reported a ”macroscopic”propagation length δSPP ∼ 200 µm at λ = 633 nm
for a nearly symmetrically embedded silver film with h = 15.6 nm. The situation is quite
different in the case of an asymmetrically embedded metal slab as pointed out by Berini [169]
in that, below a certain cutoff thickness of the film, the long-ranging mode does no longer
propagates with low losses [169].
The excitation of such waveguide modes is commonly done by using the field overlap of the
light incident onto the end-face of the waveguide and the waveguide mode [131,147] (end-fire
coupling), by adjusting the momentum of the incident field via gratings, or by attenuated-
total-reflection arrangements such as the ones proposed by Kretschmann and Raether [138]
and Otto [137]. The Kretschmann-Raether configuration is restricted to the excitation of
leaky waves, whereas the Otto configuration also allows the excitation of fully bound modes1.
After this short introduction, let us move our attention away from the long-range SPP case
and focus on 60-nm-thick silver films illuminated at λ = 633 nm (εAg = −17.9 + 0.7i) and
supported by glass having a refractive index n = 1.515. Such asymmetrically embedded
metallic slab waveguides have been used widely in experiments [146,170,171], and therefore it
is interesting to compare the MMP results with experiments reported in literature to deepen
our insight into the processes happening in the nanoworld of SPPs.
As already mentioned, the propagation constants γi for metallic thin-film waveguides with
layer thickness well above the regime of long-range SPPs is approx. given by Eq. (6.1) for
a vacuum/metal and glass/metal interface, respectively. The numerical solutions γi of the
corresponding eigenvalue problem were used in order to describe the SPP waveguide modes
within the models more accurately:
mode k‖,i/k0 (analytical) γi/k0 (numerical)
SPPvac/metal 1.0291121 + i0.001188742 1.0294144 + i0.0017484
SPPglass/metal 1.6223937 + i0.004657730 1.6252530 + i0.0050651
Table 7.1 Propagation constants γi of the SPP modes of a 60-nm-thin silver film on glass.
1More precisely, the previously fully bound mode having most of its energy concentrated at the inner glass
metal interface can be excited, but the presence of the coupling prism in the Otto configuration causes the
mode to become leaky.
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The electromagnetic field of these waveguide modes penetrates partially trough the metal into
the opposite dielectric space. In the particular problem under investigation, the presence of
the additional boundary leads to slightly larger values of Re[γi/k0] compared to Re[k‖,i/k0].
The SPPglass/metal waveguide mode has most of its energy located at the inner glass/metal
interface and is characterized by Re[γi]> nk0. Therefore, this mode is purely interface-bound.
The energy of the SPPvac/metal mode is mostly concentrated at the outer vacuum/metal
interface. However, the value of Re[γi] of this mode lies between the light lines in vacuum
and glass (k0 <Re[γi]< nk0). Hence, the portion of the field that penetrates through the film
is no longer interface-bound and radiates into the glass half-space. The energy loss due to
this leakage radiation contributes to the damping and consequently increases Im[γi] by nearly
50 % for this mode. This damping by leakage radiation often suppresses the occurrence of
long-ranging waveguide modes in asymmetrically embedded thin metal films.
The two mentioned waveguide modes do not couple to each other when they propagate at an
infinitely extended film because of the mismatch in momentum. A coupling may take place at
points where the translational invariance is violated, such as the end face or an interrution of
a waveguide, which will be discussed later. Before, let us take a closer look at the possibility
of exciting the two modes.
7.1 Excitation of SPPs at a single slit
As already mentioned, only the leaky SPPvac/metal mode having the energy concentrated at
the outer vacuum/metal interface may be excited using the Kretschmann-Raether configura-
tion, whereas the larger propagation constant γi of the SPPglass/metal mode is only accessible
in the Otto arrangement where an evanescent wave at a prism surface is placed in close
proximity to the metal interface. Both methods are restricted to large excitation areas hav-
ing diameters larger than ten micrometers if classical optical components such as prisms are
used, because only slightly focused beams can be applied. Alternatively, a partially illumi-
nated high-NA objective might be used instead of the prism in a Kretschmann-Raether-like
arrangement [172], featuring a much more local launching of the SPPvac/metal mode with a
lateral extension down to 1 µm.
A waveguide discontinuity such as a slit cancels the translational symmetry and should allow
the direct excitation of the waveguide modes in a similar way as in the previously studied
case of excitation of SPPs by plane waves at grooves in metals, analyzed in Sec. 6.2.1. In the
case of a groove, the mode excitation cross section σ crucially depends on both geometrical
parameters, namely the depth d and width w. Especially the dependence on d requires an ac-
curacy Λi in the manufacturing, which may be difficult to achieve. On the other hand, the
thickness of the metal film can be accurately controlled during the deposition process, leading
to a much easier fabrication of the slit arrangement compared to grooves. The dependence of
σ on the remaining parameter w is analyzed for a setup as sketched in Fig. 7.1. The 60-nm-
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thin silver waveguide is illuminated by a p-polarized plane wave incident at 90◦ (measured
relative to the metal surface) from the vacuum half-space or from the glass half-space using
a (free-space) wavelength λ0 = 633 nm. The value of σ for both illumination directions, dis-
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Figure 7.1 A groove inside a 60-nm-tick Ag film on glass allows SPP excitation by direct
illumination with p-polarized light. The excitation cross sections for the two waveguide modes
are oscillating functions of the groove width, which allows the preferential excitation of one
specific waveguide mode.
played in Fig. 7.1, shows an oscillatory dependence on w. The different oscillation periods of
the two modes corresponds to the wavelengths Λglass/metal ≈ 389 nm and Λvac/metal ≈ 615 nm
of the modes. The position of the minima and maxima in σi at multiples of Λglass/metal and
Λvac/metal or at odd multiples of half of it, respectively, can be explained in analogy to the
groove case. The minima are formed by a destructive interference originating from the two
fields at the edges being 180◦ out of phase and the additional phase shift acquired during the
propagation across the slit.
The values of σ in the case when the plane wave is incident from the vacuum may be com-
pared to the results reported in Sec. 6.2.1. The value σi for the SPPvac/metal mode peaks at
w ≈ 290 nm, reaching σvac/metal = 21.5 nm (for each of the two propagation directions ±k‖).
This value is smaller by a factor of ≈ 13 compared to the maximum found for a narrow and
shallow groove in a metal half-space (see p. 69).
This is caused by two effects:
Firstly, part of the incident light excites the additional SPPglass/metal mode (σglass/metal =
17 nm).
Secondly, the slit has no metallic bottom like the groove. Therefore, the mode propagating
in the slit will only be weakly backreflected, leading to less enhanced fields at the edges.
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Hence, the SPP is less excited. The impact of the latter point becomes more obvious from
an inspection of the total cross section (or energy) summed over all SPP waveguide modes.
The maximum of this quantity is roughly Σσi = 45 nm in the case of a slit in a thin film
compared to 65 nm for the groove having a metallic bottom.
Comparing the curves for the two different directions of the incident wave, we find a sig-
nificantly higher σi in the case that the plane wave is incident from the glass half-space.
Nevertheless, the overall dependence is nearly the same in both cases.
The edges of the slit were rounded for the sake of easier modelling to ρ = 15 nm at the vac-
uum/metal interface and to ρ = 5 nm at the glass/metal interface close to the triple points
where the three media meet. One may wonder what influence this assumption has. A recom-
putation of the same problem with both radii of curvature are set to 5 nm does not alter the
results reported above. Hence, it is not important to achieve really (atomically) sharp edges
which simplifies the fabrication (FIB patterning) drastically.
In conclusion, the excitation process reported in this section can be understood as follows:
The incident plane wave excites the SPP mode at the first interface as well as the modes in
the slit (similar to the case of a groove in Sec. 6.2.1). The modes in the slit transport the
light to the opposite metal film interface2, leading to an excitation of the surface modes at
this interface. The magnitude of the energies coupled to the two individual waveguide modes
can be adjusted via the width of the slit. Therefore, it is possible to launch locally even the
mode at the inner glass/metal interface.
Similar effects have been studied by other groups in the context of enhanced transmission
of light through apertures [174] or slits [175, 176] as well as arrays of them. In that case,
structuring the area close by the aperture or slit alters the density of surface modes. This
can lead to strongly enhanced transmission if the metal/dielectric interface on the excitation
side is structured [177] and/or to a beaming (directional transmission) in the case that the
exit face is structured [143, and Ref. therein].
7.2 Interaction of SPP waveguide modes with surface irregu-
larities
Let us focus on more application-related aspects, such as the construction of plasmonic devices
or sensors based on thin-film SPP waveguide modes. For that, the following investigation is
intended to illustrate the underlying physics for two simple but basic structures, namely the
end face of a metallic thin-film waveguide and a groove interrupting the waveguide.
2This process is sometimes called light tunneling [173].
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7.2.1 Thin-film end face
The first and most basic problem is the behavior at the end face of a thin-film silver waveguide
supported by glass as displayed in Fig. 7.2. For convenience, the same parameters as in the
preceding section for the 60-nm-thin silver film (εAg(λ = 633 nm) = −17.9+0.7i) are assumed.
Hence, this asymmetrically embedded metal slab waveguide has the same two eigensolutions.
Each of them was used as the excitation in separate computations.
The abrupt end of the silver thin film causes reflection and radiation into both dielectric
half-spaces similar to the SPP interaction at an edge studied in Sec. 6.3.1. The additional
glass/metal interface in the case of a thin-film waveguide, and therefore the existence of
the second mode, allows a conversion of the incident mode into this second mode at the
end face, because the translational invariance is broken locally at the waveguide end. The
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Figure 7.2 The SPP approaches the end face from the left of a 60-nm Ag thin-film waveguide
on glass. The energy of the incident SPP is either located mainly at the upper vacuum/metal
interface (left), or at the inner glass/metal interface (right). Beside strong scattering, small
amounts are reflected or coupled into the complementary SPP mode. The reflected portions
interfere with the incident SPP, forming a pronounced standing-wave pattern on both sides of
the metal film.
|E| patterns displayed in Fig. 7.2 for the two different incident waveguide modes reveal the
different (re-)distribution of the light. The relative amounts of energy of these two backward-
propagating modes are listed in Tab. 7.2.1.
The superposition of the incident and both counter-propagating modes forms a stationary
intensity pattern having modulation periods Λi given by the differences of the propagation
constants γi. The interference of the incident wave and the field reflected into the same
waveguide mode forms a pattern with:
Λ1 =
2pi
|2γvac/metal|
= 307.5 nm, (7.1)
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incident mode Reflection coupled into other mode
invac/metal r
2
vac/metal = 0.6% r
2
glass/metal = 1.3%
inglass/metal r
2
glass/metal = 3.3% r
2
vac/metal = 1.3%
Table 7.2 Reflectivity and mode conversion at the end face of a 60-nm-thin Ag waveguide
on glass.
in the case that SPPvac/metal is used as the excitation. Conversely, if SPPglass/metal is chosen
as the incident wave, we obtain:
Λ2 =
2pi
|2γglass/metal|
= 195 nm. (7.2)
Additionally, a small amount of the SPP is transferred to the complementary waveguide mode.
The resulting interference pattern has a period of:
Λ3 =
2pi
|γvac/metal + γglass/metal|
= 238 nm (7.3)
in both cases. The visibility of this beating is much lower because only a small part of the
field of the modes penetrates through the metal. Finally, the remaining beating pattern of
both reflected portions gives rise to a much larger modulation period:
Λ4 =
2pi
|γvac/metal − γglass/metal|
= 1062 nm. (7.4)
The small reflection coefficients in Tab. 7.2.1 imply that the visibility of Λ4 is much weaker,
even compared to Λ3. This analysis, describing the stationary intensity pattern, is valid only
far away from the end face. Close to the end face, the requirement of the continuity of the
field within the domains results in a bending/distortion of the pattern in the dielectrics away
from the metal as shown in Fig. 7.2. Therefore, a measurement that collects the intensity
some ten or hundred nanometers above the surface would indicate larger intensity modulation
periods close to the edge.
The |E| patterns in Fig. 7.2 also reveal a different angular distribution of the scattered light
depending on which SPP waveguide mode is used as excitation. For the mode having the
energy mostly concentrated at the vacuum/metal interface (see Fig. 7.2 left), the majority
of the light is scattered into the forward direction at angles close to 30◦ (measured with
respect to the interface) in the vacuum half-space. Additionally, a significant amount of
energy is radiated into the glass half-space at angles slightly smaller than 30◦. Conversely,
the radiation into the glass half-space clearly predominates in the case when the SPPglass/metal
mode is incident, as illustrated in Fig. 7.2 (right).
At this point, let us compare the reflectivities calculated for the end face of the thin-film
metal waveguide and at a metallic edge (r2 < 0.2 % see Sec. 6.3.1) with other calculated
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values and experimental observations reported in literature: In 1983, Wallis et al. [149] inves-
tigated the influence of a dielectric barrier behind the end-face of the metal (εmetal = −15).
In the case of vacuum they reported a reflectivity of less than 2 % and predominant forward
scattering. Later, in 1995, Jamid et al. [151] studied a 90◦ metal edge, assuming ε = −16
and λ = 633 nm and using the method of lines [151, see Ref. therein]. The reported value of
the backward-propagating light of 4.3 % includes both the reflected SPP and the backward-
scattered light, and therefore represents an upper limit of r2 only. In 1997, Schroeter et
al. [178] investigated the interaction of SPPs with sharp and smoothed edges by means of
FDTD, but without giving any numbers for the reflectivity. Baida et al. [179] modelled the
reflection of the SPPvac/metal waveguide mode at a 53-nm-thick silver (ε = −17.9 + 0.7i) film
at λ = 633 nm. They pointed out that the reflection at the edge is rather weak and compa-
rable to the experimental noise. Similarly, Salomon et al. [180] reported for a metal thin-film
waveguide of finite width that as long as the width of a waveguide is larger than the SPP
propagation length there is no significant reflection at the end.
The reported theoretically predicted reflectivities are always low. Contrary, the numbers
observed in experiments vary much more. In the first reported experiment by Dawson et
al. [145], the SPPvac/metal mode on 53- and 58-nm-thick Ag films at λ = 633 nm was excited
using the Kretschmann-Raether configuration. The edge interaction caused a reflection of
r2 = 2 %. The repetition of the experiment by the same group five years later, revealed no
evidence of a reflected beam [181]. More recent measurements, performed by Steinberger et
al. at λ = 785 nm [182], yielded up to 20 % reflection and 20 % conversion, the average values
being 7 % for both portions. The actual value was strongly sensitive to the edge quality of the
EBL-fabricated 50-nm gold films3. Similar high values of reflectivity of up to 25 % have also
been reported by Seidel [146, p. 52] in the case of a silver film intersected by a groove. Such
an arrangement has been investigated before by Bouhelier et al. [170] who reported much
lower reflectivity r2 = 3 . . . 6 %.
The broad range of r2 = 0 . . . 25 % in the experiments in contrast to the rather low theoreti-
cally predicted values is surprising. The differences might originate from different geometries,
an unintentional collection of backward-propagating scattered light by the uncoated SNOM
probe, or an impact of the near-field measurement itself on the reflection. Seidel et al. and
Steinberger et al. observed that the reflection varies strongly from groove to groove and edge
to edge, respectively. Therefore, it is plausible to assume that the effect originates from the ge-
ometry of the end face rather than from the measurement itself. A simple step or ridge located
at the edge, would need to be roughly 0.5 ΛSPP in height in order to produce r2 = 25 % as
shown in Sec. 6.3.1. No such ”huge”features were found in the experiments. However, smaller
geometrical features will always alter the radiated portions. Especially backward-scattered
3An MMP analysis using parameters adapted to this experiment (λ = 785 nm, εAu = −21.9241+1.36367i)
leads to similar low values of r2vac/metal = 0.4 % and r
2
glass/metal = 1.4 % as in the case of a 60-nm-thick Ag
film excited at λ = 633 nm.
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light might be collected by the SNOM probe. The interference with the field collected from
the SPP produces a similar interference pattern having a period very close to Λ1. A variation
of the shape of the 2D profile of the slab is only one imaginable situation. A similar variation
might occur in the third orthogonal direction (along the surface, perpendicular to the propa-
gation direction). The SPP extends into this direction. The continuity of the fields inside the
domains (no surface charge) implies that a different local geometry along the third direction
will be sensed by the whole wave and might change the reflectivity. The strong dependence of
the reflectivity on Re[εmetal] shown in Fig. 6.8 might point to the following explanation: εmetal
at the fuzzy end face, which is frayed on a sub-wavelength scale, has to be characterized by an
effective medium with ε different from the bulk value. Depending on the actual corrugation,
this value might be less negative than εAg. Hence, the reflectivity would be larger than shown
in Fig. 6.8. The verification of this hypothesis would require a 3D calculation of the problem.
Bouhelier et al. [170] and Seidel et al. [146] did their experiments using slits in metal films
rather than studying the properties at the end face. This different configuration will be
analyzed in the following section.
7.2.2 Groove interaction
The model system under consideration now consists of a 60-nm-thick silver film at λ = 633 nm,
structured by a slit/groove of width w on glass as displayed at the top of Fig. 7.3. The SPP
waveguide mode invac/metal incident from the left hits the groove on its way. This discon-
tinuity causes a scattering into both dielectric half-spaces, and reflection and transmission
into the modes rvac/metal and tvac/metal because of the broken translational invariance. Addi-
tionally, the excitation of the SPP waveguide modes rglass/metal and tglass/metal having their
power mostly concentrated at the inner silver/glass interface becomes possible. The |E| field
patterns in Fig. 7.3 reveal the different interference/beating patterns resulting from the su-
perposition of the modes. On the left-hand side, the patterns are similar to the ones studied
previously in the case that invac/metal hits the end face of a thin film (see Fig. 7.2), whereas
on the right-hand side of the groove the sole beating pattern arising from the interference of
tvac/metal and tglass/metal with Λ4 = 1062 nm is clearly visible only in the glass. The same
stationary intensity modulation is present in the vacuum too, but apparently hidden in the
much higher intensity of tvac/metal when a color scale covering a wide range of |E| is used.
As already mentioned, the power of invac/metal is not only redistributed into the waveguide
modes at both side of the groove. Additionally, the discontinuity of the film gives rise to
scattering into both dielectric half-spaces. This radiated portion increases for wider grooves
as indicated by the difference between the cyan curve in Fig. 7.4 and unity. The angular dis-
tribution of this radiation also changes depending on w. Especially the backward-scattered
light strongly depends on the width of the groove. For instance, for w = 750 nm the |E| pat-
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Figure 7.3 The incident SPP waveguide mode invac/metal is transmitted across the groove
into the same mode tvac/metal and into the second mode tglass/metal. These two modes form a
beating pattern with Λ4 ≈ 1 µm clearly visible inside the glass. Additionally, the interference of
invac/metal with the back-propagating modes rvac/metal and rglass/metal creates standing intensity
patterns having Λ1 = 307.5 nm and Λ3 = 240 nm. The amount and angular distribution of
the energy scattered into both dielectrics strongly depends on the width w as displayed in a)
and b).
tern displayed in Fig. 7.3 b) shows pronounced backward scattering into the vacuum, whereas
for w = 430 nm the backward scattering is significantly smaller, as shown in Fig. 7.3 a). In
contrast to the strong dependence of the back-scattered light on the width w, the direction
of the pronounced forward scattering into the vacuum seems to remain nearly unchanged.
Let us now focus on the quantitative values for the distribution of the incident power between
the different modes as a function of the groove width. As displayed in Fig. 7.4, the value of
t2vac/metal decreases continuously for increasing w, and only a tiny modulation may be noticed.
The presence of the vacuum-glass interface causes the direction of the dominant forward radi-
ation to go out of the vacuum/metal interface plane as displayed in Figs. 7.2 and 7.3, whereas
without the vacuum/glass boundary, this radiation is nearly along the interface of the surface
as shown in Fig. 6.6. This scattering off the Ag surface causes the transmission to fall off for
wider grooves, and consequently, masks the small oscillation of tvac/glass. It can be unmasked
by (numerically) removing the scattering loss, which exhibits an almost exponential depen-
dence on w. The resulting damped oscillation is similar to the result obtained for a groove in
a metal half-space as displayed in Fig. 6.12.
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Figure 7.4 The power coupled to the different modes as a function of the groove width in
a 60-nm Ag thin film on glass (λ = 633 nm). The experimental values of the transmissivity
t2 indicated as crosses (×) are reproduced by courtesy of J. Seidel [146]. For larger w, the
radiated power increases as indicated by the difference between the sum of the power of all
modes (cyan curve) and unity.
The power converted into the second waveguide mode on the transmission side, t2glass/metal,
is maximized for w ≈ 370 nm, which is slightly smaller than Λglass/metal ≈ 389 nm. For
wider grooves the power decreases – again caused by the strong scattering out of the interface
plane.
The incident SPP waveguide mode invac/metal will also be partly converted into the back-
propagating modes rvac/metal and rglass/metal. For wide grooves, the reflectivity r2vac/metal and
the power converted to the second mode, r2glass/metal, are identical to the values found for an
abrupt end of a thin film as investigated before (r2vac/metal = 0.6% and r
2
glass/metal ≈ 1.3%,
see Sec. 7.2.1). But for widths less than a micron, the values of r2vac/metal and r
2
glass/metal
are strongly influenced by the interaction of the oscillating surface charges on both sides of
the groove, which causes an oscillation around the values obtained for the thin-film end face.
The different oscillation periods for the two reflected modes correspond to their wavelengths
Λvac/metal = 615 nm and Λglass/metal = 389 nm.
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The flexibility of the modelling with respect to the geometrical features assumed provides not
only a wide playground, but also allows us to find out which parameters are critical for the
experiment and which are not. For instance, the metal edges at the end face in Fig. 7.4 were
set to have a radius of curvature of 15 nm at the upper edge and 5 nm at the lower edge (at
the glass interface). The recomputation of analogous problems with radii of 30 nm and 5 nm
instead of 15 nm at the upper metal surface yields essentially the same transmission behavior.
Also, assuming a 100-nm-deep removal of the glass substrate within the groove (which could
easily happen during the focused-ion-beam (FIB) sputtering) does not alter the transmission
data severely.
The transmission of SPPs across small grooves in thin metal films was studied extensively by
Seidel et al. [146,183,184] using scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM). The observed
values of the power propagating across the groove are marked in Fig. 7.4 as crosses (×). The
transmitted power measured is in good agreement with the calculated values t2vac/metal. Only
two data points for a width w ≈ 390 nm differ significantly from the calculated values. That
might be attributed to experimental uncertainties. Especially the quality of the groove is
difficult to control. The grooves were milled by FIB sputtering. The sputter yield strongly
depends on the orientation of the nanocrystals inside the thin silver film. Hence, arbitrarily
oriented nanocrystals cause the sputtered edges of the grooves to become rough [146, p. 24],
in contrast to what one assumes in the simulation.
A related geometry assuming a surface-wave-active medium intersected by a gap region
where no surface modes exist has been theoretically investigated before by Maradudin et
al. [150, 161]. They assumed a loss free surface-wave-active medium with ε = −15. The
structure under investigation in Refs. [150, 161] consists of additional metallized plates be-
sides the metallic SPP waveguide. These plates, which are placed directly underneath the
waveguide and at a distance above the metal surface, confine the fields in the direction per-
pendicular to the interface. If the gap is ”filled”with vacuum, the published results show
”divergent”transmission values at w ≈ λ/2 and w ≈ λ. No such ”divergences”have been
found in the MMP calculation. The transmission behavior in Refs. [150,161] originates most
probably from the additional introduced metallized plates.
7.3 Experiments on structured thin films
The investigations presented in the previous chapters were carried out by modelling the
plasmonic structures. But, models are only a formal representation of nature, offering the
advantage that all variables can be controlled completely. Therefore, one can gain insight
into the physical (electromagnetic) mechanisms present on the nanoscale by removing all
the uncertainties which are inherent to any experiment. Nevertheless, theory and modelling
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have to be validated by experiments in order to demonstrate the technical feasibility of the
concepts.
7.3.1 Excitation of SPPs on slits
The local launching of SPPs and waveguide modes at discontinuities has been discussed the-
oretically in detail in Secs. 6.2.1 and 7.1 and is the subject of the experiments presented in
the following.
To prove the principle of local launching, a sub-wavelength slit/groove in a 60-nm-thick film
made of aluminum deposited onto a glass cover slip was fabricated at the Forschungszen-
trum Rossendorf using a focused-ion-beam (FIB) device for milling. This high-resolution
FIB sputtering (25 keV Ga+, IMSA-Orsay Physics FIB) features a resolution down to struc-
tural sizes of roughly 30 nm, but only if the sputtering yield is uniform across the sam-
ple. As already mentioned, this is usually not the case for materials consisting of differ-
ently oriented small grains/nanocrystals. For instance, the quality of FIB-milled slits/edges
in thermally evaporated thin silver films on glass is rather bad, whereas the much smaller
grain sizes in thermally evaporated aluminum thin films allows the fabrication of edges hav-
ing a much smaller roughness. Also, the optical properties of aluminum are not too bad
in the visible spectral range (see Fig. 6.2). Hence, the propagation length δSPP is still
”macroscopic”δSPP(εAl = −56 + 21i) = 14.8 µm, making aluminum the material of choice
for the fabrication.
Groove illumination can be performed either through the glass or from the air. As shown in
the modelling in Fig. 7.1, choosing an incident wave coming from the glass side noticeably
increases the coupling efficiency. This also provides enough free space above the interface to
map the electric field of the plasmon by a SNOM tip. The incident laser light (λ = 633 nm)
was threaded through an inverted microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 135) and focused by an objective
(10×, NA = 0.25) onto the groove through the glass cover slip as sketched in Fig. 7.5 left panel.
In order to geometrically restrict the angle of incidence to values close to normal incidence,
the numerical aperture (NA) was deliberately chosen to be small. Therefore, the angle of
the impinging light is far away from the angle of total internal reflection, so a Kretschmann-
Raether-like excitation, as would be possible with a high-NA oil-immersion objective, can be
excluded. The small NA implies a rather large diameter of the focus and the area where SPP
is launched. The polarization was carefully adjusted in such a way that the electric field of
the incident laser beam was oriented perpendicular to the edges of the groove, because only
such an orientation of the incident field fits to the electromagnetic field of a plasmon.
The intensity above the air/metal interface was probed using a SNOM [185, 186] equipped
with an uncoated dielectric fiber tip produced by tube etching [187]. The tip was mounted on
a tuning fork which could be moved in all three dimensions with nanometer resolution. The
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Figure 7.5 a) Topography, b) near-field intensity observed when the SNOM probe is placed
very close to the sample. The slightly focused laser light incident onto the groove (outside the
scanned area) in an Al thin film excites the SPPvac/metal waveguide mode. The dust particles
sense the mode, causing reflection and scattering, thereby giving rise to stationary intensity
patterns. c) Intensity collected with the probing tip retracted by 3 µm away from the surface.
The intensity plots b) and c) are scaled equally.
tuning fork was mechanically excited at its resonance frequency, leading to lateral oscillations
of the fiber tip. The interaction between the oscillating tip and the sample increases when
the tip is approached towards the sample, and leads to a detuning of the system [188]. This
shear-force damping signal was used to sensitively control the tip-sample distance. Such an
accurate distance control is essential for mapping evanescent fields such as the one of SPPs.
If the probe is placed close to the sample, the tip leads to conversion of the evanescent field into
propagating modes inside the fiber probe via scattering. Therefore, the near-field intensity
can be detected (far away) at the end of the fiber by a photodetector.
A typical result of such a SNOM measurement is displayed in Fig. 7.5. The light focused
onto the sub-λ/2-groove is partially transmitted though the slit, leading to high intensities
close to the groove as shown in Fig. 7.5 b) and c). Some microns away from the groove,
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the transmitted light is less intense and does not perturb the SPP mapping. The intensity
observed while the probe was scanned at a small height across the sample (near-field intensity)
is displayed in Fig. 7.5 b). This image reveals a high intensity coming from the groove at the
bottom and propagating away from the launching site. The horizontal extension of roughly
4 µm reflects the relatively ”large”spot size produced by the small-NA objective. This near-
field scan also exhibits fine structures that arise from the interference of the primary SPP and
portions reflected and scattered from small particles lying on the metal surface. Especially
the particle marked by the arrow in the topographic scan Fig. 7.5 a) causes pronounced
reflection and scattering. Measuring the intensity of the same area with the tip retracted
by some microns from the interface leads to an intensity pattern that exhibits much fewer
details and partially is less intense than the one shown in Fig. 7.5 b). Only the propagating
modes (light transmitted directly through the slit and parts of the SPPs scattered by the
defects) contribute to the detected intensity, whereas the intensity of the SPPs rapidly decays
normal to the interface and is negligible at larger separations. This fact can easily be seen by
comparing the intensities in the upper parts of Figs. 7.5 b) and c) (both scans of the intensity
are scaled equally).
The SNOM measurements, such as the one displayed in Fig. 7.5, can only be used to map the
SPPair/metal waveguide mode, whereas the portion of the field associated with SPPglass/metal
that is present in the air region strongly decreases with increasing thickness of the metal
film. Hence, for thin metal films which are not too ”thick”(in respect to the skin depth
δskin = λ4piIm[n]) the modulation Λ4 (see p. 91) arising from the beating of the two modes
could be used to identify SPPglass/metal by measuring the visibility of Λ4. In our case, the
small skin depth of δAl(λ = 633 nm) = 6.6 nm together with a film thickness of 60 nm and
especially the presence of transmitted light make the beating disappear in the noise.
7.3.2 Propagation of SPPs on triangularly-shaped waveguides
The inherent confinement of the electromagnetic field of an SPP close to an interface may
make the ”transportation”of light in sub-wavelength spaces by means of SPPs an attractive
approach. Such structures might be useful for sensorics or as probes for SNOM and TERS
because one could separate the location of the SPP excitation from the active interacting
region.
To check this idea, the propagation of SPPs on waveguides having a small width w has
to be studied. For the sake of clarity, we start by looking at a rectangularly shaped metal
stripe as displayed in Fig. 7.6 a). Similar to dielectric waveguides, reduction of a metal
slab to a metal waveguide of finite width causes a quantization of the waveguide modes
along this (transverse) dimension, as pointed out theoretically by Berini [165, 169, 190] and
others [191]. Especially, narrow waveguides (w ≈ λ) can only support the lowest-order modes,
as experimentally verified by SNOM mapping of the transverse intensity distribution across
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Figure 7.6 Intensity collected by SNOM, a) on a rectangularly shaped thin gold stripe
waveguide, and b) for a waveguide with a triangular end. (bottom left) Scanning electron
micrograph of the sample. Data reproduced with kind permission by D. Taverna and J.-C.
Weeber [189].
the waveguide [192–194].
The SNOM images of the stripes displayed in Fig. 7.6 were observed by means of constant-
height scans by D. Taverna and J.-C. Weeber [189]. The leaky SPP waveguide mode in the
60-nm-thick gold film was excited via a Kretschmann-Raether configuration at λ = 800 nm
in the supporting gold film at the upper end of the gold stripe, as sketched in Fig. 7.6. This
SPP propagates towards the end of the support and excites the different transverse modes of
the waveguide. In the case of a rectangular stripe having a width of w = 2.8 µm, the SNOM
images displayed in Fig. 7.6 a) reveals two minima in the transverse (horizontal) direction.
Thus, not only the lowest-order, but also the second-order leaky quasi-TM mode4 has been
excited [191]. The light propagates by means of these modes along the stripe. At the end
of the waveguide most of the power is radiated into the forward direction as indicated by
the bright colors in Fig. 7.6 a). Similar to the behavior found at an end face of a metal
4In contrast to slab waveguides, all six field components are present in the case of a waveguide having a
finite width. Therefore, a strict classification into TM and TE modes is no longer possible. Nevertheless, the
SPP waveguide modes are quasi-TM as long as w  t.
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slab in Sec. 7.2.1, a small amount of the incident power will be back-reflected. The resulting
interference with the incident wave causes a small intensity modulation having a constant
visibility along the waveguide. Unfortunately, the SNOM tip is not only sensitive to the
evanescent modes, but also collects the radiated back-propagating power, especially when
placed close to the end of the waveguide. Therefore, the SNOM image may contain artifacts.
After studying the most simple case of a rectangular waveguide, we use such a waveguide and
change the shape of the terminating end face to a triangle having an opening angle of 30◦.
The SNOM image displayed in Fig. 7.6 b) reveals a similar transverse near-field intensity
profile on the rectangular base, but no longitudinal modulation. This suggests that the
presence of a tilted edge does not give rise to as much reflection into a backward propagating-
waveguide mode. At the triangularly shaped waveguide end the complex physics of the SPP
waveguide modes complicates the interpretation. For narrow metal stripes having widths
below the wavelength, the propagation constants of the modes as well as the mode profiles
strongly depend on w. Therefore, a definitive answer to the question as to how much of
the intensity reaches the very end of the waveguide has not yet been found. The theoretical
work in the context of the dispersion in asymmetrically embedded metallic waveguides [169,
191] points to the existence of cut-off widths for the different modes. The attenuation of
the bound modes (SPPglass/metal in the slab case), described by the imaginary part of the
propagation constants, decreases when the width is reduced as pointed out by Zia et al. [191].
Contrary, the attenuation of the leaky modes increases when the width is reduced [191]. This
reduction of the propagation length for decreasing width of the silver stripe was found before
in experiments done by Lamprecht et al. [171] at λ = 633 nm. Despite the fact that the
cut-off widths are substantially smaller [191] for the modes bound to the inner interface, no
similar investigations for this case have been published so far.
The triangularly shaped waveguides studied so far were excited using a Kretschmann-Raether
arrangement, which is unsuitable for an integration into micrometer-scale devices. As shown
in the previous sections, the SPP excitation at groove(s) allows the SPPs to be launched
locally. Therefore, incorporation of such launching structures into the triangularly shaped
waveguide can further reduce the dimensions of the system, even allowing integration of such
structures into the metallized side face of an atomic force tip to produce a novel near-field
optical source.
A planar version of such a micrometer-scale plasmon-optical device is sketched in Fig. 7.7.
The triangularly shaped waveguide was prepatterned by optical lithography of a photosensi-
tive resist and wet etching. Such processes, commonly used in semiconductor industry, rely
on far-field imaging, and therefore the resolution / size of the features is limited physically
by the wavelength and NA used. Therefore, FIB milling had to be used to fabricate the
sub-wavelength-sized slits and to further improve the shape of the waveguide, especially to
sharpen its very end. The latter was done by removing material along the border of the
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Figure 7.7 a) Topography, b) near-field intensity observed with the SNOM probe placed
very close to the sample. The SPPvac/metal waveguide mode is incident from the bottom and is
scattered by the small particle marked by the arrow in a). A part of the plasmon reaches the
very end of the tapered waveguide, leading to radiation in the forward direction. c) Scanning
electron image of the coupling grooves. The distance between the marked particle and the
center of the grooves was ≈ 5 µm.
triangular end.
The topography of the sample used is displayed in Fig. 7.7 a). This scan shows that not only
the metal has been removed during the sharpening but also small 100-nm-deep grooves have
been ”dug”into the glass cover slip. At the point of intersection of those two grooves, a tip
has been formed with a radius of curvature below 200 nm. The SPPair/metal waveguide mode
is excited by directing a slightly focused laser beam to the grooves from the glass side (in
analogy to Sec. 7.3.1). As displayed in Fig. 7.7 b), the SPPair/metal propagates upwards to the
end of the waveguide. The accidentally deposited particle marked by the arrow in Fig. 7.7 a)
causes a back-reflection and scattering of the mode. Nevertheless, a significant portion of
the launched SPP propagates further towards the very end resulting in a pronounced for-
ward scattering visible by the bright interference pattern around the geometrical apex of the
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waveguide structure. The interference pattern is a consequence of the fact that the exciting
light is partially transmitted through the slit in the Al film and is superimposed on both the
near field and the radiated field of the SPP, which are collected by the uncoated fiber tip.
The SNOM images in Figs. 7.6 and 7.7 show the possibility of guiding light by means of SPP
waveguide modes to the end of a triangularly shaped waveguide. The question remaining is:
To what extent can light be focused by means of tapered waveguides? Or does the decreasing
width of the waveguide cause such a strong damping [191] of the SPP and change of the mode
field pattern that it limits the achievable confinement? The answer to this question could
be found (in the future) by a three-dimensional simulation or by fabricating the wedge-like
structure with an optimized in-coupling groove (array) on an AFM cantilever and mapping
the light confinement by processes which are sensitive to the local electric field, e.g. Ra-
man scattering. Such plasmon-coupled optical probes would also benefit from the local field
enhancement at the sharp tip apex.
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7.4 Summary: optics of SPPs in thin metallic films
Asymmetrically embedded slab waveguides made from thin metallic films support two SPP
waveguide modes having their electromagnetic fields mostly concentrated at the vacuum/metal
or glass/metal interface. Their propagation constants and field patterns deviate from the case
of an interface between two semi-infinite half-spaces because of the presence of the second
metal/dielectric boundary. The mode having most of its energy located at the interface be-
tween the metal and the dielectric with the smaller dielectric constant can become leaky,
whereas the other one remains bound to the interface. Both modes have to be accounted for
in plasmonic devices based on thin metallic films. More precisely this means:
• Both modes may be excited by illuminating a groove/slit in the waveguide. Either mode
may be addressed preferentially by a proper choice of the width of the groove/slit in
the waveguide.
• The modes will be partially converted into each other at points where the translational
invariance is violated, such as end faces of the waveguide or grooves/slits in the metal
film.
• The SPP waveguide modes propagating across slits/grooves in thin-film waveguides have
larger radiation losses compared to what is the case for grooves in thick metals. Because,
the presence of the glass interface at groove bottom causes a strong radiation out of the
plane of the metal interfaces. Therefore, applications, such as plasmonic wavelength-
selective filters should use grooves having a metallic bottom (capable of guiding SPPs)
rather than a dielectric bottom in order to minimize the radiative transmission loss.
• A reduction of the width of the waveguide causes a discretization of the modes in the
transverse direction. The lowest-order modes may be used to guide light by means of
SPPs into sub-wavelength spaces.
Chapter 8
Outlook
This thesis comes to its end without repeating all conclusions from the previous chapters.
However, some of them are worth being set more in context with each other. This selection
is subjective, especially the future perspectives reflecting more my personal experiences and
hobbyhorses than being ”universal”.
Nanooptical effects are entering into our (scientific) lives silently and gradually. Undoubt-
edly, the increased sensitivity in (bio-) chemical sensing using SERS- or SPR-based sensors
attracts a lot of attention, boosting other natural sciences by providing them with useful
tools. Other near-field optical research fields such as SNOM or TERS are still basic research
rather than being established as widely used methods. Their great potential has already
been demonstrated and they provide insight into processes down to the molecular level, as
shown for instance with carbon nanotubes. The price for this excellent resolution beyond the
diffraction limit of classical optics has to be paid by a larger effort in the measurement itself
and a more difficult interpretation of the observations, as discussed in chapter 5.
The SPP waveguide modes discussed in the second part of the thesis for flat metal surfaces
likewise exist on nonplanar metallic structures such as cylindrical wires or metal-coated tips
used in SNOM or TERS. These modes have to be accounted for in the theoretical modelling
and experiments. Fortunately, they also provide a wide playground for the optimization of
near-field optical probes.
Before plasmonic applications will enter into widely used technologies, such as optical inter-
connections on integrated circuits or data processing, some important problems have to be
solved:
• The intrinsic damping of SPPs in the metal restricts their propagation length especially
when the mode volume is strongly confined. For instance, the MIM waveguide displayed
in Fig. 6.4 can provide a sub-λ confinement in one dimension for narrow gaps, but the
imaginary part and therewith the damping significantly increase for a reduced width of
the gap. On the other hand, long-ranging SPP modes exist in (nearly) symmetrically
embedded thin metallic waveguides and at lower frequencies. In both cases, the larger
propagation length has to be bought through a larger extension of the waves into the
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dielectric and, hence, a reduced confinement. Therefore, a trade-off between confinement
and damping has to be made in applications such as optical interconnections.
• The weak guiding of SPPs in the red and infrared spectral regions around bends in
waveguides (see Sec. 6.3.1), the strong reflection and scattering at steps, and the large
transmission loss (see Sec. 7.2.2) at grooves in asymmetrically embedded thin-film metal-
lic waveguides imply that it is absolutely necessary to well control the nanopatterning
process and that more sophisticated structures are required.
Nevertheless, tailoring plasmonic properties by altering the density of electromagnetic surface
states has the potential to be used widely. For instance, the transmission of light through
small holes and arrays of them can be enhanced by structuring the interface on the incident
side, moreover even a directional emission can be achieved with this sub-λ holes surrounded
by a nanopatterned interface on the transmission side. These phenomena might be used in
optical data storage or to collect the light from a large area and then guide it to a detector of
nanoscale dimensions [195]. The drastically reduced capacitance would allow ultrahigh-speed
communication.
Moreover, researchers have realized that the unintentional and unavoidable excitation of SPPs
in the metal electrodes in optoelectronic devices such as (organic) light-emitting diodes opens
ways to optimize their performance, either by minimizing the coupling via spacer layers, by
using the increased field caused by the SPPs to excite dyes, or by improving the light out-
coupling by means of SPPs.
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